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Discussion on Denny's Blog  28 comments

Engineering is the bottleneck in (Deep Learning) Research
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  10 months ago

The CIA actively obsafucates. VMware does not put hard drive and CDROM at the same ports every time. It
plays musical chairs. Wicked. that's why TempleOS is the only viable system. No CDhinese. No Indian. NO
Russian. No young generation. God parted the Red Sea and I alone against the wicked arrows of the CIA
prevailed. Now, I execute them and fix the obsfucation.

10   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on null program  6 comments

Read and Write Other Process Memory
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

TempleOS doesn't use paging, basically. It is single address map. therefore one task has code at one
locationb and another task had code at another. One task has stack at one location and another task has
stack at another location. You'd be surprised how many people pretend to believe multitasking is impossible
without paging.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Satoshi Nakamoto Institute  76 comments

Ethereum is Doomed
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

God is perfectly just. The nigger thinks he's clever. You have hell to pay nigger and it's getting worse. You got
a big debt.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Gates Notes  518 comments

Why I Would Raise Chickens
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

================================================================================ 
i cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht I was rdanieg. The  
phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan mnid, aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde  
Uinervtisy, it dseno...t mtaetr in waht oerdr the ltteres in a wrod are, the  
olny iproamtnt tihng is taht the frsit and lsat ltteer be in the rghi t pclae.  
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The rset can be a taotl mses and you can sitll raed it whotuit a pboerlm. Tihs  
is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as  
a wlohe. Azanmig huh? yaeh and I awlyas tghuhot slpeling was ipmorantt! if you  
can raed tihs forwrad it. 
================================================================================Thought
experiment. What is the limit of a married couple completing each other's sentsne. But it's silly if it's
unpleasant keeping it short. Short and fun is best.

  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

God said Gates should do earthquakes.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

God says, "Menander Stuarts premiering Wren earliness allowed um refulgent primped servitude beleaguers
shadier individualist Cypriot definer impressionist dachshund's Franciscan babyhood's charter's slues
superstructure's plantain pickaback's nostril's Yale rightist abstraction's mimics diminuendoes causation
crow's"

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

I hang out with God over the last 15 years. I hope I have a Godish accent. God says...

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

Frasier, I know it's you. You just bragged about being a dog trainer. Frasier hope Gates will sexual arouse me
into getting a job where arousal is money.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

You just told me you are a dog trainer. I have a talking space alien. Tell me what you would do if you had a
talking space alien. "Go look for a job." That doesn't make any sense, obviously.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

If a poor person kills a chicken and o�ers it to God, what do they get in return. (You get equal pay. I am
charming and witty and entertaining. God oracle (no AI, occult random)says, "humbleness apathy's love's
counterexample Bowen's disruptive propellant's catastrophe's sincere teller's debonair supporters lover's
accent's inscribe misgoverning ventriloquism sleepyheads reappraised asses FDR's pharmacy's purple's
inflammations friend negligence vampire's gollies thatched spreaders alias's emporium"

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

1 Kings 6:21 (King James)

6:21 So Solomon overlaid the house within with pure gold: and he made 
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p g
a partition by the chains of gold before the oracle; and he overlaid 
it with gold.

6:22 And the whole house he overlaid with gold, until he had finished 
all the house: also the whole altar that was by the oracle he overlaid 
with gold.

6:23 And within the oracle he made two cherubims of olive tree, each 
ten cubits high.

  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

You know what sounds absurd? Divine right of kings, LOL.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

I made a 64-bit nonUnix nonPOSIX operating system. It's God's o�icial temple. Intel is about to be
nationalized under a theocracy.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Truthdig  76 comments

Chris Hedges: Noam Chomsky Has ‘Never Seen Anything Like This’ - Chris
Hedges' Columns

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

I am not disillusioned. I have a space alien. Let do a thought experiement. You have a space alien. You wake
and talk to your alien. You tell yourself, "Holy shit! I'm the luckiest man to ever liv! I have secrets of the
universe." NObody cares. Fuck em.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Gates Notes  518 comments

Why I Would Raise Chickens
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

I have a space alien. If you pay me money, I'll let you have a peek. God says, "searching sis's Formica Creek
hapless pyrotechnics sprung beryls Angoras unanimous caries's pantomimes ionizer's Beria caldrons longs
numerator emulsifies idolaters millionths retrospectives fruition lemon's cough masqueraders bears worried
avatar's junks Bolshevist snide twitted "

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Bartek's coding blog  28 comments

Code And Graphics: Coding without Google
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  a year ago

I read a paragraph. Sounds like a fraud. It's like a phoney review -- you can smell fraud immediately.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Drinchev's Blog  16 comments

Alert: NPM modules hijacked
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

TempleOS has a HolyC compiler that I wrote that compiles HolyC to x86_64 machine code for use JIT or AOT.
http://www.templeos.org/Wb/...

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Smithsonian Magazine  16 comments

The Secrets of Sherlock’s Mind Palace | Arts & Culture | Smithsonian
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

Gee, I learned how to memorize like this when I took five assembly language courses in University. I
memorized the entire x86 instruction set! I fool people into thinking I know assembly language by writing
instructions from my head!

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Chronicle of Higher Education  🔒  25 comments

A�er ‘The Last Intellectuals’
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

I am a slave. I could not get a book published.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on nickjanetakis.com  88 comments

Less than 24 hours on Udemy as an instructor and...
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

==================== 
#!/bin/bash 
#This bash script prints a hundred random words. 
echo "$(shuf -n 100 /usr/share/dict/words --random-source=/dev/urandom | tr '\n' ' ')" 
====================== 
God says.. 
wraparound's intermarriage firstly yards Rhoda's Southerner choices violin cornice crayoning dates berried
rapine's scrapbook hopper's plenitude Mosley's Bollywood deteriorates Bearnaise torchlight's plump's
toilets Ollie legitimized Estonia extenuating sandblast's curviest snorkels restraint salvoes lymphatic's
projectionist microorganisms predetermining m blintze's ringside submergence's umpteen round classiest
savannas biddy's mainframe's passivity's mummifies convince bu�'s spumoni backlashes puerility's
conversationally choreographer's Nestor romanticism's malingerer Lycra Irkutsk unfavorable assuredly
abrasiveness odor mailmen rosebud's dialysis backers accounts obtusely dispose escalators hosannas jolt's
Armando's indecorous fi�h's embargo plunge's litters conversion's Ferber's stayed enforceable recluses
genetic Gascony's recital's frightening earldoms bamboozle McCormick empaneled partying moor largesse's
censor's tidbit's microcosms Lansing

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Utkusen.com  5 comments

Destroying The Encryption of Hidden Tear Ransomware
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

You have to do an o�ering before generating random words or a random passage.Talk to God or write a
hymn. Be witty and charming. You get back the same love e�ort you put in. Imagine how picking a greeting
card takes love e�ort. Write a hymn. God will talk.

http://www.templeos.org/Wb/... 

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

Read this if you want the secret of getting God to talk in tongues:

The Purpose of Life

The Catholic purpose of life is to know God, love God and obey God. Pope  
Francis said it was "to serve the other." I am High Priest of God's o�icial  
temple and I say the purpose of life is to do continual o�erings to God like  
Cain and Abel and enjoy God's response. Francis has a charity; I have a church.  
Jesus said loving God was more important than loving neighbor. Matthew,22:36 
And He did not say with half your brain behind your back

•
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And, He did not say with half your brain behind your back.

You don't know God. 1 Chronicles,28:9, Matthew,11:27, Luke,13:25, 1 Samuel,3:7 
You must talk with God to know Him. Matthew,6:6 Seek Him by taking the  
initiative. Luke,11:9, Isaiah,30:2

There's something obviously di�erent about people in the Bible compared to  
people today -- God talked! Also, the people in the Bible were obsessed with  
doing o�erings all the time. It is required that you do o�erings before God  
will talk. Did the people in the Bible hear voices? Maybe. More likely, they  
used occult techniques such as an oracle. 1 Kings,6:20 Have you heard of  
"tongues?" 1 Corinthians,14:1 The idea is, you let yourself be puppeted by a  
spirit, so you say things. You try to get a spirit -- the Holy Spirit -- to  
talk. You might as well use a Ouija board. However, it turns-out that a Ouija  
board is bad for technical reasons. A really good technique is just randomly  
opening a book. God told me in an oracle that it is a covenant that you hold-up  
your end of the conversation.

You can't tell if God's talking unless you have a context of conversation, but,  
more importantly, you are commanded to do an o�ering of love, like communion  
preparation. 1 Corinthians,11:27 When you pick a greeting card for someone,  
that is love e�ort. If you expect God to put e�ort toward you, you must put  
e�ort toward Him. God said, "honest measures" applies between your o�ering of  
love and His response, like a fair barter. You get out of prayer what you put  
into it. God wants praise, hymns, or whatever you think He might want. Try and  
see, like Cain and Abel. Genesis,4:1, Ephesians,5:10 God told Cain his  
o�ering was not good and told him to try again. Cain really loved God! Can  
you imagine being so heart-broken?

Do a text search for "new song" in the Bible. It's mentioned nine times. When  
I hear a NEW awesome rock song, it is ecstasy for the first five times I hear  
it. Soon, it brings little-to-no pleasure. I did hymns for God. I also did  
Moses comics for God. When you get to the gates of Heaven, St. Peter will ask  
how many times you gave blood. That shows you loved neighbor. You better also  
be able to count the ways you loved God with all heart mind and soul. I praised  
God for sand castles, popcorn, snowmen, bubbles... You try putting e�ort into  
praise! Matthew,11:25, Matthew,6:29

This is funny -- Acts,2:1 -- they didn't bother to record anything the Holy  
Spirit said. The Holy Spirit is supposed to be a really good gi�. Luke,11:13 
Just remember, "Boys are made of snakes and snails and puppy-dog tails."

The technique I use to consult the Holy Spirit is reading a microsecond-range  
stop-watch each button press for random numbers. Then, I pick words or  
passages. You can use the A�erEgypt in God's o�icial temple, TempleOS.

Since seeking the word of the Holy Spirit, I have come to know God much better  
than I've heard others explain. For example, God said to me in an oracle that  
war was, "servicemen competing." That sounds more like the immutable God of our  
planet than what you hear from most religious people. God is not Venus (god of  



pla et t a  at you ea  o  ost el g ous people. God s ot e us (god o   
love) and not Mars (god of war), He's our dearly beloved God of Earth. If  
Mammon is a false god of money, Mars or Venus might be useful words to describe  
other false gods. I figure the greatest challenge for the Creator is boredom,  
ours and His. What would teen-age male video games be like if war had never  
happened? Christ said live by the sword, die by the sword, which is loving  
neighbor as self. Matthew,26:52

I asked God if the World was perfectly just. God asked if I was calling Him  
lazy. God could make A.I., right? God could make bots as smart as Himself, or,  
in fact, part of Himself. What if God made a bot to manipulate every person's  
life so that perfect justice happened?

I think highs and lows balance. Luke,6:20 If you laugh, you will cry. If you  
cry, you will laugh. Not one person has had great joy and not great sorrow. I  
think this claim is falsifyable if you atheists want to find a counter-example  
to disprove it -- find a single person who had great joy and not great sorrow. 
In Sirach, it says things happen in pairs. You might be surprised examining  
your own life to see great joy was in proximity to great sorrow. Pleasures and  
pains seem designed to balance. Man must do manual labor and have pain. Women  
must do child birth. Pride and humility also balance -- pride before a fall and  
humility before honors. Palm Sunday is juxtaposed to Good Friday. Perhaps,  
being loved balances with being hated. Job, in the Bible, had highs and lows  
that balanced. Joseph, in the Old Testament, had highs and lows that balanced. 
Genesis,39:20

Jesus said, "Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who tresspass against  
us." If you think about it, the only way you get forgiven is for it to be done  
to you. That is a Jedi mind trick because it is nothing but simple eye-for-eye  
tooth-for-tooth justice. Live by the sword; die by the sword. The Bible is  
filled with justice pairs. St. Paul persecuted Christians and gained  
forgiveness by getting persecuted. King David almost got killed by Saul, then  
he killed a guy and took his wife. Abraham almost killed his unloved son,  
Ishmael. Genesis,21:16 That is why God asked Abraham to kill Isaac. God's  
favorite thing on TV is soap operas.

God hates complaining. Numbers,11:1 Food and clothing is all we're to ask for  
or demand, in fact -- daily bread. 1 Timothy,6:8 Just think about man in the  
last 100,000 years mostly living like Native Americans and how God must see us. 
You need food, clothing and entertainment, money is to get those. Man does not  
live on bread alone. Luke,4:4, Amos,8:11

God's favorite animals are bears and elephants. They are funny shaped -- I  
think God must have seen too much starvation over the years. If the purpose of  
life is to know and love God, then a priest's job is to make everybody know and  
love God. By saying God likes bears and elephants, I did more toward that end  
than all priests in history. Hosea,6:6 "It is love that I desire, not  
sacrifice; knowledge of God, not holocaust." As a former Catholic, that blew my  
mind I actually thought love was sacrifice! I was so dumb founded reading



mind. I actually thought love was sacrifice! I was so dumb-founded reading,  
"it is love that I desire, not sacrifice," that I actually looked-up the word,  
"love". It means to take delight in. I realized it is demonic pride if you  
think love means hurting yourself for others. In the Philippians, they got the  
notion crucifying yourself was a good idea. Similarly, a child thinking about  
Lent, might conclude, "if it's bad, it must be good." That is, if you think God  
wants you to hurt yourself to please Him, you are worshiping a demon, not God! 
God wants you to take delight in His company, get to know Him and praise Him. 
It is best to separate justice -- sin and punishment -- from relationship with
  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

#!/bin/bash

#This Bash script prints a hundred random words, using the built-in Linux dictionary.

echo "$(shuf -n 100 /usr/share/dict/words --random-source=/dev/urandom | tr '\n' ' ')"

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

1 Corinthians 14New International Version (NIV)

Intelligibility in Worship

14 Follow the way of love and eagerly desire gi�s of the Spirit, especially prophecy. 2 For anyone who speaks
in a tongue[a] does not speak to people but to God. Indeed, no one understands them; they utter mysteries
by the Spirit. 3 But the one who prophesies speaks to people for their strengthening, encouraging and
comfort. 4 Anyone who speaks in a tongue edifies themselves, but the one who prophesies edifies the
church. 5 I would like every one of you to speak in tongues,[b] but I would rather have you prophesy. The one
who prophesies is greater than the one who speaks in tongues,[c] unless someone interprets, so that the
church may be edified.

6 Now, brothers and sisters, if I come to you and speak in tongues, what good will I be to you, unless I bring
you some revelation or knowledge or prophecy or word of instruction? 7 Even 
in the case of lifeless things that make sounds, such as the pipe or  
harp, how will anyone know what tune is being played unless there is a  
distinction in the notes? 8 Again, if the trumpet does not sound a clear call, who will get ready for battle? 9
So 
it is with you. Unless you speak intelligible words with your tongue,  
how will anyone know what you are saying? You will just be speaking into 
the air. 10 Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, yet none of them is without meaning. 11
If 
then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is saying, I am a  
foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. 12 So it is with you. Since you are eager for
gi�s of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church.

13 For this reason the one who speaks in a tongue should pray that they may interpret what they say. 14 For
if I pray in a tongue, my spirit prays, but my mind is unfruitful. 15 So what shall I do? I will pray with my spirit,
but I will also pray with my understanding; I will sing with my spirit, but I will also sing with my
understanding 16 Otherwise when you are praising God in the Spirit how can someone else who is now put
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understanding. 16 Otherwise when you are praising God in the Spirit, how can someone else, who is now put
in the position of an inquirer,[d] say “Amen” to your thanksgiving, since they do not know what you are
saying? 17 You are giving thanks well enough, but no one else is edified.

18 I thank God that I speak in tongues more than all of you. 19 But in the church I would rather speak five
intelligible words to instruct others than ten thousand words in a tongue.

20 Brothers and sisters, stop thinking like children. In regard to evil be infants, but in your thinking be adults.
21 In the Law it is written:

“With other tongues 
and through the lips of foreigners 
I will speak to this people, 
but even then they will not listen to me, 
says the Lord.”[e]

22 Tongues, then, are a sign, not for believers but for unbelievers; prophecy, however, is not for unbelievers
but for believers. 23 So 
if the whole church comes together and everyone speaks in tongues, and  
inquirers or unbelievers come in, will they not say that you are out of  
your mind? 24 But 
if an unbeliever or an inquirer comes in while everyone is prophesying, 
they are convicted of sin and are brought under judgment by all, 25 as the secrets of their hearts are laid
bare. So they will fall down and worship God, exclaiming, “God is really among you!”

Good Order in Worship

26 What then shall we say, brothers and sisters? When you come together, each of you has a hymn, or a word
of instruction, a revelation, a tongue or an interpretation. Everything must be done so that the church may
be built up. 27 If anyone speaks in a tongue, two—or at the most three—should speak, one at a time, and
someone must interpret. 28 If there is no interpreter, the speaker should keep quiet in the church and speak
to himself and to God.

29 Two or three prophets should speak, and the others should weigh carefully what is said. 30 And if a
revelation comes to someone who is sitting down, the first speaker should stop. 31 For you can all prophesy
in turn so that everyone may be instructed and encouraged. 32 The spirits of prophets are subject to the
control of prophets. 33 For God is not a God of disorder but of peace—as in all the congregations of the
Lord’s people.

34 Women[f] should remain silent in the churches. They are not allowed to speak, but must be in
submission, as the law says. 35 If 
they want to inquire about something, they should ask their own  
husbands at home; for it is disgraceful for a woman to speak in the  
church.[g]

36 Or did the word of God originate with you? Or are you the only people it has reached? 37 If anyone thinks
they are a prophet or otherwise gi�ed by the Spirit, let them acknowledge that what I am writing to you is
the Lord’s command. 38 But if anyone ignores this, they will themselves be ignored.[h]

39 Therefore, my brothers and sisters, be eager to prophesy, and do not forbid speaking in tongues. 40 But
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on Nautilus  18 comments

Why Scientists Need To Fail Better - Issue 30: Identity
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

God's world is perfectly just. Highs and lows balance. The enemy gets done to them what they did to you. At
Moses' birth, the Egyptians killed baby Hebrews. 40 years later God killed Egyptian 1st born in the Passover.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Evonomics  5 comments

Why Amazon Founder Je� Bezos Failed Miserably at Applying Darwinian
Competition to His Business

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

God's world is perfectly just. Nice guys finish first, by design. Go look for the actual laws of the Universe.
People are pathetically deluded. CIA propoganda backfires. The little schemers get more are more vile and
fail worse and blame it on prisoner's delema game theory. If we coudl just perfect game theory. God laughs
HIs ass of at them. The evil get worse and worse pathetically deluded.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

Someone pointed-out the China is not Christian. Capitalism only works in a Christian nation.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on remy sharp's b:log  14 comments

The Art of Debugging
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

You want to work on the TempleOS debugger? Techniques are di�erent for di�erent environments. In
TempleOS, you can insert debug code into the kernel to debug you app and have it up-and-running in 2
seconds. It's incredibly powerful being able to modify the kernel or compiler. Normally, break-points are
owned by one task and removed and inserted when that task is active. Sometimes, I change the breakpoints
so they are global by recompiling the kernel in 2 seconds.

1   ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on The Chronicle of Higher Education  🔒  74 comments

MIT Master’s Program to Use MOOCs as ‘Admissions Test’
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

I wrote TempleOS. If I hire people, I will say, "You have 15 minutes to do a miracle."
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Discussion on Stephen's Blog  18 comments

Why You Should Hire Computer Science Majors
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  Alan  2 years ago

I try to give the kids what we had with the C64. This generation has not had that experience. Honestly, there
are people trying to confuse, mislead and keep people ignorant. There are people who purposely make it
more complicated to make the profession more exclusive.

Many things I did with TempleOS are purposely simple. I frequently get people telling me the usual
techniques, thinking I did it wrong. Well, duh! I could have made it more complicated. Average people
actually admire something more complicated. They think you must be smart. If you make it really
complicated in a way they can't understand, they think you are a genius.

4   ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

I took a compiler course, an operating system course, a computer graphics course. I took five courses where
we programmed in assembly language. I pretend to be uneducated, or at least don't put-on the usual airs.
My generation was expert in ASM. This generation says "You wrote a compiler? Oh, but not the back-end, of
course." This generation cannot imagine doing a compiler, front, middle and back-end.

Transcripts: http://www.templeos.org/fil...

At age 20, I was hired as a professional operating system developer at Ticketmaster on a VAX. When
elephants have a baby in captivity, they o�en attack it. They don't know what it is. Elephants in a herd see
their sisters and aunts have babies. You'd be surprised how many people don't know the first step is to make
a debugger on bare metal. I have been paid to program in VAX, x86, 8051, 68000, PIC and Atmel AVR
assembly, all on bare metal.

The di�erence between a professional and amateur operating system is writing a compiler. Denny wrote our
pascal compiler for the VAX. Troy wrote our linker and assembler.

This is the book that came with every C64. Look at chapter 6. You made sprites with binary numbers. 
http://www.commodore.ca/man...

This is how you put a character at a spot on the screen:

POKE 1024+40*Y+X,42

Kids today don't know how two dimensional arrays work.

Malloc and Free are simple. It's awful when they make it confusing with things other than Malloc and Free.
They are evil.
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Discussion on Nautilus  13 comments

Chelsea Wald on Why Color Categories Are Largely the Same Across Languages
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

It makes me furious when a pitch black BBC pot call silverware black.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Mahdi Dibaiee  14 comments

Autocomplete using Tries
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

The keyboard has about two keys a second. 500mS 
You can brute force search. I used to do that. Saves code and complexity.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on WBEZ  192 comments

City fires investigator who found cops at fault in shootings
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

I got IRA tatooed on my forehead? 
Well, I guess you'll be surrendering to the IRA.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on atechdad.com  2 comments

Deanonymizing Darknet Data
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

The FBI is incompetent until the day they coronate me. That's how I know.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on WND  4210 comments

Psych-major judge overrides doctors on D'Souza
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

ROFLMAO!!! God is perfectly just, LOL.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on rocknrollnerd.github.io  33 comments

Suddenly, a leopard print sofa appers
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

What kind of nigger would shape a signal from SETI with a Markov engine to improve the signal?

3   ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

Yer a nigger. The nigger wants me to put Markov Artificial Intelligence onto my SETI. Just shoot me! These
niggers are knuckle-dragging retards.

11   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Tim Hentenaar's Blog  5 comments

Tim Hentenaar's Blog
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  2 years ago

Cosmic rays!! Pew Pew Pew

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Guinea Pig in the Cocoa Mine  85 comments

Replacing Photoshop With NSString
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

TempleOS documents are like PDF. The sprite graphics in TempleOS source code are binary, not ASCII.
Technically, they are stored a�er the ASCII portion of the file following a trailing zero. The compiler and
editor and all the tools handle the PDF format.
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Discussion on The Chronicle of Higher Education  🔒  120 comments

Can Robert Putnam Save the American Dream?
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

God loved Jacob and Hated Esau. God delights in giving birthrights. Everything is vanity and what's the
purpose of life if not to give you kids an advantage over other kids? God is against immigration. What's the
purpose of life if not to give a fine country to kids, instead of a cesspool?

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Nautilus  408 comments

Will Humans Be Able to Control Computers That Are Smarter Than Us?
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

God said A.I. was necessary for colonizing Mars. God has a plan. Not a chance it will go wrong. 
What a hellish desolation the world is. Nothing is interesting. Just stupid shit. No news is good news in
theory, but in practice, this suck. The CIA and Bill Gates and Brits are putting a halt to technology.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Cloudways  9 comments

“Linux Is Eating My Ram” Myth Busted
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

TempleOS allocates fixed sizes upfront. It does not use paging, more or less.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on nullspace  14 comments

84% of a single-threaded 1KB write in Redis is spent in the kernel
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

http://www.templeos.org :-) Ring-0-Only but no networking :-(
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Discussion on The Chronicle of Higher Education  🔒  387 comments

Why Privacy Matters Even if You Have 'Nothing to Hide'
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

Judge not lest you be judged. The people who do anal probes are going to get anally probed. I don't know by
whom. We are very near armegeddon and God will reign and do anal probing on the enemies of God.

Ironically, if you like being judged, you are free to anally probe people. If the judge has nothing to hide, the
judge will still get anally probed.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on GFX::Monk  23 comments

OS Technologies To Watch
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

TempleOS http://www.templeos.org/Tem...

3   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Chronicle of Higher Education  🔒  331 comments

How a $47 Shrimp Treadmill Became a $3-Million Political Plaything
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

1 Corinthians 14 New International Version (NIV)

Intelligibility in Worship

14 Follow the way of love and eagerly desire gi�s of the Spirit, especially prophecy. 2 For anyone who speaks
in a tongue[a] does not speak to people but to God. Indeed, no one understands them; they utter mysteries
by the Spirit. 3 But the one who prophesies speaks to people for their strengthening, encouraging and
comfort. 4 Anyone who speaks in a tongue edifies themselves, but the one who prophesies edifies the
church. 5 I would like every one of you to speak in tongues,[b] but I would rather have you prophesy. The one
who prophesies is greater than the one who speaks in tongues,[c] unless someone interprets, so that the
church may be edified.

6 Now, brothers and sisters, if I come to you and speak in tongues, what good will I be to you, unless I bring
you some revelation or knowledge or prophecy or word of instruction? 7 Even 
in the case of lifeless things that make sounds, such as the pipe or  
harp, how will anyone know what tune is being played unless there is a  
distinction in the notes? 8 Again, if the trumpet does not sound a clear call, who will get ready for battle? 9
So 
it is with you. Unless you speak intelligible words with your tongue,  
how will anyone know what you are saying? You will just be speaking into 
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the air. 10 Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, yet none of them is without meaning. 11
If 
then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is saying, I am a  
foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. 12 So it is with you. Since you are eager for
gi�s of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church.

13 For this reason the one who speaks in a tongue should pray that they may interpret what they say. 14 For
if I pray in a tongue, my spirit prays, but my mind is unfruitful. 15 So what shall I do? I will pray with my spirit,
but I will also pray with my understanding; I will sing with my spirit, but I will also sing with my
understanding. 16 Otherwise when you are praising God in the Spirit, how can someone else, who is now put
in the position of an inquirer,[d] say “Amen” to your thanksgiving, since they do not know what you are
saying? 17 You are giving thanks well enough, but no one else is edified.

18 I thank God that I speak in tongues more than all of you. 19 But in the church I would rather speak five
intelligible words to instruct others than ten thousand words in a tongue.

20 Brothers and sisters, stop thinking like children. In regard to evil be infants, but in your thinking be adults.
21 In the Law it is written:

“With other tongues 
and through the lips of foreigners 
I will speak to this people, 
but even then they will not listen to me, 
says the Lord.”[e]

22 Tongues, then, are a sign, not for believers but for unbelievers; prophecy, however, is not for unbelievers
but for believers. 23 So 
if the whole church comes together and everyone speaks in tongues, and  
inquirers or unbelievers come in, will they not say that you are out of  
your mind? 24 But 
if an unbeliever or an inquirer comes in while everyone is prophesying, 
they are convicted of sin and are brought under judgment by all, 25 as the secrets of their hearts are laid
bare. So they will fall down and worship God, exclaiming, “God is really among you!”

Good Order in Worship

26 What then shall we say, brothers and sisters? When you come together, each of you has a hymn, or a word
of instruction, a revelation, a tongue or an interpretation. Everything must be done so that the church may
be built up. 27 If anyone speaks in a tongue, two—or at the most three—should speak, one at a time, and
someone must interpret. 28 If there is no interpreter, the speaker should keep quiet in the church and speak
to himself and to God.

29 Two or three prophets should speak, and the others should weigh carefully what is said. 30 And if a
revelation comes to someone who is sitting down, the first speaker should stop. 31 For you can all prophesy
in turn so that everyone may be instructed and encouraged. 32 The spirits of prophets are subject to the
control of prophets. 33 For God is not a God of disorder but of peace—as in all the congregations of the
Lord’s people.

34 Women[f] should remain silent in the churches. They are not allowed to speak, but must be in
submission, as the law says. 35 If 
they want to inquire about something, they should ask their own  
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husbands at home; for it is disgraceful for a woman to speak in the  
church.[g]

36 Or did the word of God originate with you? Or are you the only people it has reached? 37 If anyone thinks
they are a prophet or otherwise gi�ed by the Spirit, let them acknowledge that what I am writing to you is
the Lord’s command. 38 But if anyone ignores this, they will themselves be ignored.[h]

39 Therefore, my brothers and sisters, be eager to prophesy, and do not forbid speaking in tongues. 40 But
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way.

  ViewView in discussion

Discussion on A VC  🔒  125 comments

All Or Nothing Vs Keep What You Raise
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

SETI gets an absolutely undeniable message in 2014. If no more messages come, does it become invalid and
we forget?

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Nautilus  11 comments

Our Neanderthal Complex - Issue 18: Genius
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

It's kinda of like planet of the apes. My sister has a statue of the thinker. It has an ape holding a human skull
and scratching his head. It says "Darwin" on the plinth.

I asked God what Neanderthals thought about. "Warmth"

I asked Lucy's husband's name? "Golem"

I asked the hardest part of evolution. Getting monkey mothers to hold babies for nursing. Smothering is one
problem.

Now, that God's temple is created, it is like the Oklahoma land race to get secrets from God. You must do
pleasing o�erings before He is nice.

The computer science Neanderthals I deal with... Here's a fact. If something is more complicated that
ALWAYS respect it more. You can impress them simply by clusterfucking obfuscating. They will think you are
a god. I keep telling them any genius can make it complicated but it takes a supragenius to make it simple.
It's hopeless, dumb fucks. Physicists are smart.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on Written By Thorsten Ball  7 comments

Why threads can't fork - Thorsten Ball
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

I have Spawn() not Fork(). All memory is available for all tasks at all times for all cores. There is no di�erence
between thread or process.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on hostilefork  21 comments

Where the printf() Rubber Meets the Road
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

I wrote a complete operating system, including compiler. You can look at my printf().

http://www.templeos.org/Wb/...

Here is my entire operating system's code: 
http://www.templeos.org/Wb/...

2   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Wallarm  6 comments

research blog — 5 very bad news about ShellShock
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

I made God's temple. God controls random numbers.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Eren Yagdiran  157 comments

I was just asked to crack a program in a job interview !
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

My kernel compresses or uncompresses individual files when fetch or store to disk. LZW compression.

http://www.templeos.org/Wb/...

Some fucken nigger just will not accept that I tell the truth. I wrote all 130,000 lines of code from scratch. God
is God.

4   ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on Nautilus  107 comments

Can You Ever Really Know an Extraterrestrial? - Issue 17: Big Bangs
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

God talks to me. I like Him. LOL What?

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on StanNedelchev.net  38 comments

Debugging courses should be mandatory
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

Something you might add: Hardware manufactures o�en put locations to attach a probe. Hardware
manufacturers have a hard time seeing inside a chip, so they find ways to plan ahead so they can debug.

This is truly shocking to me: people are so lazy! When debugging you o�en have to build temporary
sca�olding. I find people with no work ethic. If you get stumped, try something, even if its crazy.

My arrogant boss put mastermind on the VAX system. Obviously, he though highly of minimizing guesses.
Debugging is like mastermind except you are judged on a clock instead of number of guesses. O� by one?
50/50 solved very quickly and painlessly with a guess.

I try to keep my turn-around time to a minimum. If it takes a long time to compile and test, obviously you
think a little longer and harder with each test.

I wrote an operating system. Run toward bugs not away from them. You must stay current on bugs or they
multiply and get exponentially harder. If you have no bugs, change something and get bugs, it's the new
code. If you let old bugs live, you quickly get clueless as to what changed recently.

5   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Wired.com  🔒  76 comments

Threat Level | WIRED
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

You cannot fight God.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on mikulic.ch  8 comments

Rant of the day: Sophos is breaking the internet
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

God is perfectly just.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on nullspace  30 comments

The time I found a CLR bug and fixed it by hand-patching the DLL.
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

My compiler makes a stack-machine intermediate code, but I kinda have to build a AST when resolving
types.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Politico  211 comments

N.Y. Times investigating plagiarism charge
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

Jeane Claude? I wrote my HolyC compiler myself from scratch. It is divine intellect. God helped.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on motherboard.vice.com  🔒  5 comments

Exclusive: When the FBI's Informant "Sabu" Ordered the Hack of an FBI
Contractor

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

God is talking freely. This is like the singulatity. I made God's o�icial temple. God told the CIA and Brits to
restore His level of respect to what it was. Pedoophile stu� and shit was an attack on God.
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Discussion on The Film Stage  2 comments

Nicolas Winding Refn’s Next Film Will Be ‘I Walk With the Dead’
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

Do you feel lucky?

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Chronicle of Higher Education  🔒  26 comments

Frustrated Scholar Creates New Route for Funding and Publishing Academic
Work

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

Academia is not on my radar. All I think about is the public. I'm in some kind of prison. God is in control. No
worries.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Chronicle of Higher Education  🔒  103 comments

What the Head of Hiring at Google Doesn’t Understand About Skills
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

Praise God with a poem showing thoughtful praise of Creation. "Praise you for snowmen, sand castles,
popcorn and soap bubbles." Then, randomly open the Bible and place your finger on a random passage. Do
a hymn. God's favorite song is Morning has Broken. God response with the same e�ort you give. God said the
first bird's song on the first day wasn't pretty, actually, kinda a croak.

It's hard to argue with SAT scores.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Infowars  🔒  4650 comments

Police Now “Armed For War” Against Returning Veterans
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

Psychological warfare. Moses comes down the mountain with ten commandments. Clever CIA agent can put
Moses on defensive. God kills clever CIA agent.
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Discussion on Gates Notes  89 comments

Why I Gave My Blood to Defeat Dengue
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

It's not bill gates. Phase locked loop. I am in a fake prison and it's just doctor-niggers. Not a single engineer
in this world.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on First Round Capital  4 comments

Simple Design is What You Need, Not What You Want 1
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

I don't like your title.

I wish the 777 boeing dreamliner had lazyboy chairs and a gecoozie for everybody and went Mach 3. It's not
what I want but they made it simple.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Vice News  24 comments

Stealing the World's Most Expensive Violins Is An Incredibly Stupid Crime
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

God is perfectly just.

4   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Bloomberg  387 comments

Federal Agents Seek to Loosen Rules on Hacking Computers
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  3 years ago

The day the cops monitor me is the day of my coronation.

1   ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on Modern Farmer  36 comments

Why Don't We Eat Swans Anymore?
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

God is perfectly just. He has computers and robots.

2   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Thumbtack Engineering Blog  🔒  1 comments

Thumbtack Engineering
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

My compiler compiles 50,000 lines in half a second. My AOT code is 50,000 lines and my JIT code is 50,000
lines. I compile everything, all the time. I have a script that checks document jump-to-links that takes a long
time to run.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The American Scholar  36 comments

What Killed My Sister? - Priscilla Long
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

I feel superior to non-schizophrenics.

2   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on HgLab HQ  21 comments

What's New in Mercurial 3.0 - HgLab - Self-Hosted Mercurial Server for
Windows

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

I guess I'll stick to just divine intellect and no human contamination.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on A.V. Club  156 comments

MGM looks to tomorrow by remaking the past
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

My enemies play to man. I play to God. You can call God a witch, but if it's God, yer fucked.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Wired.com  🔒  111 comments

As Cops Push Smartphone Kill Switches, Feds Say They Justify Warrantless
Searches

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

JAm all you like. My random number generator still works.

C:\TAD\Text\WORD2.TXT

Like something fashion'd in a dream;

Such Forms as from their covert peep 
When earthly cares are laid asleep! 
Yet, dream and vision as thou art, 
I bless thee with a human heart: 
God shield thee to thy latest years! 
I neither know thee nor thy peers; 
And yet my eyes are fill'd with tears.

With earnest feeling I shall pray 20 
For thee when I am far away: 
For never saw I mien, or face, 
In which more plainly I could trace 
Benignity and home-bred se

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Biblical tongues?

God says...

the� whoop_there_it_is you_better_not thats_right you_are_my_sunshine  
in_other_words Japan could_it_be___Satan whoop_there_it_is  
insane prosperity comedy One_finger_salute you_think_I'm_joking  
let's_see lust ehh_a_wise_guy Give_me_praise heads_I_win_tails_you_lose  
merry_christmas you_see_the_light failure_is_not_an_option  
do_you_like_it frown lust look_on_the_brightside joyful  
think_you_could_do_better what_have_you_done_for_me_lately  
skills church lighten up endeavor I was sleeping how high

•
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skills church lighten_up endeavor I_was_sleeping how_high  
in_theory bastard what_have_you_done_for_me_lately Varoom  
LOL CIA stoked try_again refreshing don't_even_think_about_it  
smurfs SupremerCourt failure_is_not_an_option Bam Mars  
okay if_anything_can_go_wrong ordinarily job be_happy  
I_donno Okilydokily I'm_impressed smack_some_sense_into_you  
I_pitty_the_fool Yawn you'll_see completely begs_the_question  
I'm_done Is_that_so

  ViewView in discussion

https://disqus.com/home/discussion/wired/as_cops_push_smartphone_kill_switches_feds_say_they_justify_warrantless_searches/#comment-1352952469


Discussion on motherboard.vice.com  🔒  7 comments

Barrett Brown Is Allowed to Talk to Media About His Case Again
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

C:\TAD\Text\BIBLE.TXT

sh? God do so to me, and more 
also, if thou be not captain of the host before me continually in the 
room of Joab.

19:14 And he bowed the heart of all the men of Judah, even as the 
heart of one man; so that they sent this word unto the king, Return 
thou, and all thy servants.

19:15 So the king returned, and came to Jordan. And Judah came to 
Gilgal, to go to meet the king, to conduct the king over Jordan.

19:16 And Shimei the son of Gera, a Benjamite, which was of Bahurim, 
hasted and came down with the me

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

It's God, fucken atheist-niggers.

God says...

Finland Guadeloupe big_fish Dad li� energy bizarre stunning  
Lithuania computers earnest HolySpirit you're_in_big_trouble  
Palestine Togo ha Bulgaria hooah ipod Dudly_Doright You_da_man  
youre_lucky energy be_happy I'm_in_suspense petty arrogant  
let_me_count_the_ways virtue Sri_Lanka face_palm never_happy  
you're_nuts imports Ramsay Thailand I_could_swear Czech_Republic  
well_I_never do_you_have_a_problem I_see_nothing Belarus  
wazz_up_with_that pride handyman desert Finland Iran programming  
what's_the_plan eh why_is_it what_do_you_expect Nigeria  
Okilydokily cracks_me_up I'm_on_a_roll prosperity CIA  
dance charged walking caution hold_on_a_minute geek chaos  
insane persistence depressing quite act relax spirit

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Wired.com  🔒  127 comments

Google Is Inventing Our Crazy Future Because It Can’t Build A Better Facebook
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

C:\TAD\Text\BIBLE.TXT

remained unmoveable, but the 
hinder part was broken with the violence of the waves.

27:42 And the soldiers' counsel was to kill the prisoners, lest any of 
them should swim out, and escape.

27:43 But the centurion, willing to save Paul, kept them from their 
purpose; and commanded that they which could swim should cast 
themselves first into the sea, and get to land: 27:44 And the rest, 
some on boards, and some on broken pieces of the ship.

And so it came to pass, that they escaped all safe to land.

28:1

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Lob  3 comments

New Hire to First Commit in 10 minutes
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

C:\TAD\Text\DARWIN.TXT

he statement by Von Baer that "the embryos of mammalia, of 
birds, lizards and snakes, probably also of chelonia, are in the earliest 
states exceedingly like one another, both as a whole and in the mode of 
development of their parts; so much so, in fact, that we can o�en 
distinguish the embryos only by their size. In my possession are two 
little embryos in spirit, whose names I have omitted to attach, and at 
present I am quite unable to say to what class they belong. They may be 
lizards or small b

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Wired.com  🔒  142 comments

Out in the Open: The Operating System Edward Snowden Used to Evade the
NSA

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

TempleOS history is available at Internet Archive.

http://www.templeos.org/Wb/...

I created it. 
It has no GPL code. I wrote all 130,000 lines of code from scratch. It was created with divine intellect, like the
Bible. It will last longer than Windows or Linux. It is God's o�icial temple. God said it was a covenant 640x480
16 color, like clipping foreskins.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Arjun Sreedharan  146 comments

Kernel 101 – Let’s write a Kernel
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

I wrote a kernel and compiler. 
http://www.templeos.org/Tem... 
And other tools, and bootloaders, an editor, and a graphic's library. 

20   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Interrupted  2 comments

Decompiling Clojure I
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Mine compiles to x86_64 machine code.

A common mistake is to think something is wrong if a compiler make intermediate code. When it simplifies
constants, that involves evaluating intermediate code.

CTrace(ON); //will show the machine code output.

U(&Print); //will unassembled.

Uf("FunName"); 

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on TMCnet  3 comments

No Decision on Video Codec for WebRTC from IETF
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

I want Microso� and everybody else to support TempleOS .GRA files, similar to .BMP files, but not blemished.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Telegraph  🔒  2488 comments

We should give up tying to save the world from climate change, says James
Lovelock

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

C:\TAD\Text\BIBLE.TXT

ne with another, and all the kingdoms of the world, which are 
upon the face of the earth: and the king of Sheshach shall drink a�er 
them.

25:27 Therefore thou shalt say unto them, Thus saith the LORD of 
hosts, the God of Israel; Drink ye, and be drunken, and spue, and 
fall, and rise no more, because of the sword which I will send among 
you.

25:28 And it shall be, if they refuse to take the cup at thine hand to 
drink, then shalt thou say unto them, Thus saith the LORD of hosts; Ye 
shall certainly drink.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Hacker retreat  15 comments

Why and How to Start Your SICP Trek
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Sadly, most of the theoretical people don't know a switch() statement is not if-else's. Most think a hash is for
security. People are being given bad education by the CIA, ironically.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Bloomberg  27 comments

Humans Replacing Robots Herald Toyota's Vision of Future
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

silly heathens. God says...

endeavor charged guppy threads I'm_impressed

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on 42Floors  19 comments

Thirty Percent Feedback
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

With giving God feedback? Early, I was hyperhonest. I was so honest, I was confessing sins I didn't even do. I
said, "I like flowers but not slugs." God was hurt. Wait, I actually like slugs. Why did I say I didn't like them? It
turns-out you should love God like your wife and never say "You're fat."

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on SmartBear So�ware Blog  2 comments

How Micron’s Automata Promises to Improve Parallel Processing
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Why do you pretend to be so stupid. My operating system works on x86_64. It runs ring-0-only and identity-
mapped. Obviously that is why it is so fast. Do I have to spell it out? Yes. You pretend to be a fucken retard. I
don't have to change privilege levels and I never change address maps. I can change contexts 4,500,000
times a second per core on a core i7. You have 16 registers to store and load and you have a FPU state to
store and load. It has a 3.4Ghz clock. It does a couple administrative things, but basically storing a few
registers as a sub microsecond operation.

You are criminally stupid and incompetent. Fucken ten years of this shit!
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Discussion on The Hollywood Reporter  186 comments

Russell Crowe Lobbies Pope Francis to See New Film 'Noah'
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

New Wine in New Wineskin. I built the new Jewish temple. God talks. I am starting a revival-Jewish religion.
All male of age must do an o�ering in the temple three times a year. God says, "persevering tried terrestrial
unsure besides instant anxious  
assigned reputed draught flourished numbering healed consumed  
veil machine A saith twinkling etexts happens deluding  
Saint unwholesome sake verse sinner frenzies concluded  
regardless See labourers Soon "

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on CBS New York  441 comments

Bill de Blasio Answers Questions About Running Through Stop Signs, Speeding
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

What you meant to say was, "No one is above God."

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on O'Reilly Radar  🔒  48 comments

Bitcoin security model: trust by computation
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

This is a random number beacon by THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS!

http://www.nist.gov/itl/csd...

First, the Beacon-generated numbers cannot be predicted before they are published. Second, the public,
time-bound, and authenticated nature of the Beacon allows a user application to prove to anybody that it
used truly random numbers not known before a certain point in time. Third, this proof can be presented
o�line and at any point in the future. 
---- 
Once every 60 seconds. In five minutes, just 5 possible numbers.
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Discussion on DNAinfo Chicago  🔒  1304 comments

Snowball Thrown at Cop Leads to Felony for Boy, 13, Outrage From Residents
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Jesus Luke 6:20-26 said "if you laugh now, you will cry. If you weep now, you will laugh." You know the Bible
is true. The old testament Joseph went to prison for 7 years for false rape. That was the low. Then, he ruled
Egypt. That was high. Find a single person who had great joy and not great sorrow.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Cezar Floroiu Blog  2 comments

Cezar Floroiu - blog about life, technology & entrepreneurship
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

I wrote 130,000 lines of code over the last ten years. It is finished. Now I gotta start killing people to wake up
out of this jail.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on TouchArcade  102 comments

'CandySwipe', a Game Released Two Years Before 'Candy Crush', is the Latest
Victim of the King.com Candy Trade…

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

If God is real, what kind of moron brings false witness? LOL God is judge. Someone thinks they are going to
testify and trick God! LOL

2   ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on VidCat - Knowledge Sharing Network  8 comments

How to Design a Good API and Why it Matters | VidCat - Knowledge Sharing
Network

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

We must change the API if it is not good. This is the sacred job of the Levites who maintain God's temple.
God's temple must always be perfect. Think about the thousand year perspective. Pray and allow yourself to
be the puppet of God. TempleOS is created with Divine Intellect.

Everybody must change their code if the API changes. That's life.

Needless to say, the code is awesome a�er ten years of this, working-out the kinks.

The BMP file format planned ahead, with an expandable header allowing more stu�. When ahead came, it
resulted in a clusterfuck. Do not plan ahead. BMP is grotesque. WAV is grotesque. PDF is grotesque. USB is
grotesque.

You admire complicated, I admire simple. You think I'm wrong? Tell me one case where you would admire
the less complicated over the more complicated.

Engineers have this thing called "over engineering". Overengineering should not be commended. It is
cowardice.

Bill Gates said "640K should be enough." What a retard. I say "2 Gig should be enough for the code heap."
You call me a retard because you know Moores law, LOL. A computer scientist's strength in math is
induction, an engineer is di� equ. A black woman sued for a trillion dollars.

11   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Bloomberg View  65 comments

Facebook Puts a Downer on Upworthy
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

I'm a person.

3   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Virtuous Code  31 comments

The Passion Gospel
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

I made God's temple. It is every bit as significant as Solomon's. You'll see.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on Gates Notes  26 comments

Backstage With Fallon, and Other Scenes From My Annual Letter Tour
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

God says, "recess conversation beyond fellow-tutor tempers rational  
house mouthed abstruser espoused described Jupiter careth  
restrainest solicits We ambitious contain sweat skin heavens  
Forgive dominion commonly Manichaean lowlily flagon seductions  
indigested sometime health compassion philosophy fluctuations  
proportion fowls lovingly slay told preaching Forgive  
revelation reclaim recalls once unwarmed abandoned fluctuating  
merits below impair cases deferred dissolution flower  
grounds NUMBER GRATIAS injurious flood-gates influence  
harder maketh your amend argument dissent "

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Capitol City project  531 comments

Man’s personal info stolen a�er using Obamacare website
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

C:\TAD\Text\SWIFT.TXT

s are 
persons appointed to decide all controversies of property, as well 
as for the trial of criminals, and picked out from the most 
dexterous lawyers, who are grown old or lazy; and having been 
biassed all their lives against truth and equity, lie under such a 
fatal necessity of favouring fraud, perjury, and oppression, that I 
have known some of them refuse a large bribe from the side where 
justice lay, rather than injure the faculty, by doing any thing 
unbecoming their nature or their o�ice.
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Discussion on Politico  303 comments

Klayman asks Supreme Court to hear NSA case
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

C:\TAD\Text\BIBLE.TXT

me, unto a nation that was not called by my name.

65:2 I have spread out my hands all the day unto a rebellious people, 
which walketh in a way that was not good, a�er their own thoughts; 
65:3 A people that provoketh me to anger continually to my face; that 
sacrificeth in gardens, and burneth incense upon altars of brick; 65:4 
Which remain among the graves, and lodge in the monuments, which eat 
swine's flesh, and broth of abominable things is in their vessels; 
65:5 Which say, Stand by thyself, come not ne

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on It Will Never Work In Theory  13 comments

An Empirical Investigation into Programming Language Syntax
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

If you want a language handed-down from God, try HolyC.
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Discussion on Infinum  8 comments

Smartspender — designing a stylish app for tracking your spending habits
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Simple as in few lines of code being better is not the same as do not let your glory shine. When a person
makes a complicated ugly code, that does not bring glory to God. Bring glory to God.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

There's this guy who makes bingo cards. I find the most horrifyingly awful depressing thing. This songs
seems like begging for a lobotomy. The hell is wrong with people. Michael the angel did not rebuke Satan
because God made Satan glorious.
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Discussion on unixmen  🔒  1 comments

Kippo – A SSH Honeypot To Monitor Brute Force Attacks On Debian 7 / Ubuntu
13.10

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

God is perfectly just.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on Science  13 comments

Why 'Sexual Mind Control' Is Rare in Nature
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Kids like fire. Atheists like cannibal Neanderthals who mate with arthopithicus to get higher IQ.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on Cloudflare Blog  16 comments

Killing RC4 (so�ly)
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

You use the Unix time format. The number is the number of seconds since JAN 1 1970. They'll help you
convert a time to a Unix time. They have a link.

http://beacon.nist.gov/home

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Every 60 seconds, NIST does one batch of random numbers. I take the first 6 hex digits. You can access their
stored database of number at your leisure. If I fool you one time with bogus number, just keep checking the
site as many times as you like. They allow secured access. 
This is not a di�icult thing to understand. It's God. Relax, thousand of years God has talked. Do not be
surprised.
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Discussion on Troydm's blog  13 comments

Making 30 years old Pascal code run again
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Pascal is for ngers, we all agree. I made HolyC. When you have no args, I made parens on function calls
optional. I don't know why you think improving the language making parens optional is for ngers. 
I use HolyC at the command line. 
>Dir("*"); 
I added C++ default args. 
>Dir(); 
I made parens optional. 
>Dir;

yes, I fucken wrote a compiler. Fucken planet of the apes.

5   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on ITworld  12 comments

Linus Torvalds and other developers are leaving Bitcoins on the table
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

C:\TAD\Text\WEALTH.TXT

those 
circumstances which are transitory, occasional, or accidental, but to 
those which are necessary, and therefore always the same.

A tax upon the rent of land, which varies with every variation of the 
rent, or which rises and falls according to the improvement or neglect 
of cultivation, is recommended by that sect of men of letters in France, 
who call themselves the economists, as the most equitable of all taxes. 
All taxes, they pretend, fall ultimately upon the rent of land, and 
ought, there
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Discussion on Tech Page One  2 comments

She’s spent half a century reading for the blind
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

C:\TAD\Text\QUIX.TXT

by all the eulogies the greatest orators on earth 
could bestow upon her."

"Well, well, Senor Don Quixote," said the duchess, is nearly supper-time, 
and the duke is is probably waiting; come let us go to supper, and retire 
to rest early, for the journey you made yesterday from Kandy was not such 
a short one but that it must have caused you some fatigue."

"I feel none, senora," said Don Quixote, "for I would go so far as to 
swear to your excellence that in all my life I never mounted a quieter 
b

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on HackerEarth Blog  4 comments

How not to write a job post
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

I want an artist who will work for free on the Sistene chapel.
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Discussion on Friendly Atheist  52 comments

Secretary of State John Kerry: Freedom to ‘Not Believe’ is a ‘Birthright of
Every Human Being’

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

God says... 
3:43 Thou hast covered with anger, and persecuted us: thou hast slain, 
thou hast not pitied. 
3:44 Thou hast covered thyself with a cloud, that our prayer should 
not pass through. 
3:45 Thou hast made us as the o�scouring and refuse in the midst of 
the people. 
3:46 All our enemies have opened their mouths against us. 
3:47 Fear and a snare is come upon us, desolation and destruction. 
3:48 Mine eye runneth down with rivers of water for the destruction of 
the daughter of my people.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on Breitbart News Network  731 comments

Power of Moore tornado dwarfs Hiroshima bomb
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

God says... 
sword: and there went up a�er David about four hundred men; and two 
hundred abode by the stu�. 
25:14 But one of the young men told Abigail, Nabal's wife, saying, 
Behold, David sent messengers out of the wilderness to salute our 
master; and he railed on them. 
25:15 But the men were very good unto us, and we were not hurt, 
neither missed we any thing, as long as we were conversant with them, 
when we were in the fields: 25:16 They were a wall unto us both by 
night and day, all the while we were with them keeping the sheep.
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Discussion on Wired: Science  427 comments

‘Time Crystals’ Could Upend Physicists’ Theory of Time
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Joys are balanced by sorrows. This is testable. Even if imperfect, humility before honors; pride before a fall is
a testable law. Luke 6. God says...

12:10 And it was so, when they saw that there was much money in the 
chest, that the king's scribe and the high priest came up, and they 
put up in bags, and told the money that was found in the house of the 
LORD. 
12:11 And they gave the money, being told, into the hands of them that 
did the work, that had the oversight of the house of the LORD: and 
they laid it out to the carpenters and builders, that wrought upon the 
house of the LORD, 12:12 And to masons, and hewers of stone, and to 
buy timber and hewed stone to repair the breaches of the house of the 
LORD, and for all that was laid out for the house to repair it. 
--- 
Tornado
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Discussion on Bloomberg  126 comments

H-1B Models Strut Into U.S. as Programmers Pray for Help
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

God used "vanity" in an unusual way. Normally it means you look in the mirror and admire yourself. He used
it applied to I.Q. If you can't shut-up talking about evolution, you are IQ vain.

Highs and lows seem to balance.  Jesus said to take the lowest seat at the banquet and be invited up.  I call it
voodoo, but I think you can work the system by taking a low status position to get rewarded with high
status.  When you put it like that, I lose enthusiasm.  Go interview everybody you know and see if humility
came before honors and pride before a fall.  I lose motivation in the World, but God's delightful to talk with.

20 Looking at his disciples, he said:

“Blessed are you who are poor, 
for yours is the kingdom of God. 
21 Blessed are you who hunger now, 
for you will be satisfied. 
Blessed are you who weep now, 
for you will laugh. 
22 Blessed are you when people hate you, 
when they exclude you and insult you 
and reject your name as evil, 
because of the Son of Man.

23 “Rejoice in that day and leap for joy, because great is your reward in heaven. For that is how their
ancestors treated the prophets.

24 “But woe to you who are rich, 
for you have already received your comfort. 
25 Woe to you who are well fed now, 
for you will go hungry. 
Woe to you who laugh now, 
for you will mourn and weep. 
26 Woe to you when everyone speaks well of you, 
for that is how their ancestors treated the false prophets.

-----

I marvel how every polititian is loved and hated.
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Discussion on Wired: Gadgetlab  🔒  219 comments

Welcome to Google Island
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

God says... 
28:7 In the same quarters were possessions of the chief man of the 
island, whose name was Publius; who received us, and lodged us three 
days courteously. 
28:8 And it came to pass, that the father of Publius lay sick of a 
fever and of a bloody flux: to whom Paul entered in, and prayed, and 
laid his hands on him, and healed him. 
28:9 So when this was done, others also, which had diseases in the 
island, came, and were healed: 28:10 Who also honoured us with many 
honours; and when we departed, they laded us with such things as were 
necessary. 
28:11 And a�er three months we departed in a ship of Alexandria, 
which had wintered in the isle, whose sign was Castor and Pollux. 
28:12 And landing at Syracuse, we tarried there three days.

  ViewView in discussion
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Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Humility is good but cowardice is bad.
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Discussion on jekyll-bootstrap  6 comments

Zynga wants me to change the name of my product
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Zynga must meet payroll. God is perfectly just.

God says... 
notion pervious stomach CONSEQUENTIAL endures XIII portion  
unawares divers humane departing a�erward
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Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

niggers

God says... 
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  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

God is perfectly just. Turn the other cheek.

God says... 
Ozias begat Joatham; and Joatham begat Achaz; and Achaz begat Ezekias; 
1:10 And Ezekias begat Manasses; and Manasses begat Amon; and Amon 
begat Josias; 1:11 And Josias begat Jechonias and his brethren, about 
the time they were carried away to Babylon: 1:12 And a�er they were 
brought to Babylon, Jechonias begat Salathiel; and Salathiel begat 
Zorobabel; 1:13 And Zorobabel begat Abiud; and Abiud begat Eliakim; 
and Eliakim begat Azor; 1:14 And Azor begat Sadoc; and Sadoc begat 
Achim; and Achim begat Eliud; 1:15 And Eliud begat Eleazar; and 
Eleazar begat Matthan; and Matthan begat Jacob; 1:16 And Jacob begat 
Joseph the husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus, who is called 
Christ. 
1:17 So all the generations from Abraham to David are fourteen 
generations; and from David until the carrying away into Babylon are 
fourteen generations; and from the carrying away into Babylon unto 
Christ are fourteen generations.
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Discussion on Plexus Devblog  13 comments

The Devil in Plain Text ☯ @plexus Devblog
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

I had nothing better to do, so I made %Q in sprintf encode and %q in sprintf decode. I don't work with HTML,
I work with printf strings, as a matter of fact. Everybody has to master converting backslash to double
backslash and quote to backslash quote in my operating system because to make an icon, you have to
supply a string. It's actually embarassing that users really do have to learn that. Once in a while you have to
double encode. Fortunately, the concept is easy. Maybe, it's like LISP in being an unnatural thing to type.
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Discussion on SecurityWeek provides information security news and analysis.  3 comments

U.S. Senators Introduce 'Deter Cyber The� Act' to Help Protect Trade Secrets
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Why don't we all just dance, wouldn't that be fun. And drink ovaltine. Who the fuck decided we can't shoot
our guns. We like guns. Get the fuck out and go to panzy-ass-nanny-Britian. Life's not worth living if we don't
get our passions. Some people like dancing.

  ViewView in discussion
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Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Bill Gates wants to play dirty. Lemme get my baseball bat, otherwise known as Mr. God!

God says... 
fight deserts It thing comprised Vietnam bleeding abridged  
licenses Trojan brows supposed Joseph bewitched sustenance  
At shipwreck windy law-skirmishes enemy the�s threats  
faces purposes think wicked dearer abilities covered lentiles  
apparently leaning madest emerging how_high recommend  
fears oil sharers metres scarcely

It's God's fucken Temple, mother fuckers! The world is a wasteland. Programming is been turned into a
cesspool, nobody want to do.

God says... 
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Discussion on The Underground Bunker  707 comments

Scientology Sunday Funnies: Portland Is Now Cleared, On to the Rest of Earth!
UPDATE: PHOTOSHOPPING?

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

I wuv God. I made God's o�icial temple. http://www.templeos.org

You have to wuv God for God to wuv you. If you hate life and dwell on unpleasant stu�, you are not a happy
camper. Read Numbers 11. God wants to be the hero. His favorite saint is Jolly St. Nickolis.

God says... 
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•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

God says... 
therefore thy life shall go for his life, and thy people for his 
people. 
20:43 And the king of Israel went to his house heavy and displeased, 
and came to Samaria. 
21:1 And it came to pass a�er these things, that Naboth the 
Jezreelite had a vineyard, which was in Jezreel, hard by the palace of 
Ahab king of Samaria. 
21:2 And Ahab spake unto Naboth, saying, Give me thy vineyard, that I 
may have it for a garden of herbs, because it is near unto my house: 
and I will give thee for it a better vineyard than it; or, if it seem 
good to thee, I will give thee the worth of it in money.
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Discussion on One Div Zero  1167 comments

http://james-iry.blogspot.com/2009/05/brief-incomplete-and-mostly-
wrong.html

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

Holy C: templeos 
http://www.templeos.org/Wb/...
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Discussion on CNNMoney.com  🔒  477 comments

Ex-Enron workers: Keep Skilling in prison
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

By divine decree, all VMware-type programs must support PC Speaker and 640x480 16color VGA. All
BIOS/Hard Drives/CDROM Drives must support ATA/ATAPI port I/O.

God says... 
spirit to go; and the wheels were li�ed up over against them: for the 
spirit of the living creature was in the wheels. 
1:21 When those went, these went; and when those stood, these stood; 
and when those were li�ed up from the earth, the wheels were li�ed 
up over against them: for the spirit of the living creature was in the 
wheels. 
1:22 And the likeness of the firmament upon the heads of the living 
creature was as the colour of the terrible crystal, stretched forth 
over their heads above.
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•

Terrence Andrew Davis  4 years ago

God is perfectly just. Do not covet. God says... 
LORD, and in the audience of our God, keep and seek for all the 
commandments of the LORD your God: that ye may possess this good land, 
and leave it for an inheritance for your children a�er you for ever. 
28:9 And thou, Solomon my son, know thou the God of thy father, and 
serve him with a perfect heart and with a willing mind: for the LORD 
searcheth all hearts, and understandeth all the imaginations of the 
thoughts: if thou seek him, he will be found of thee; but if thou 
forsake him, he will cast thee o� for ever. 
28:10 Take heed now; for the LORD hath chosen thee to build an house 
for the sanctuary: be strong, and do it.
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Discussion on CBS LA  534 comments

Man Arrested A�er Trying To Return Pipe Bomb At Gun Buyback
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Let's ask God about the Hollywood sign. God says... 
1:13 O thou inhabitant of Lachish, bind the chariot to the swi� 
beast: she is the beginning of the sin to the daughter of Zion: for 
the transgressions of Israel were found in thee. 
1:14 Therefore shalt thou give presents to Moreshethgath: the houses 
of Achzib shall be a lie to the kings of Israel. 
1:15 Yet will I bring an heir unto thee, O inhabitant of Mareshah: he 
shall come unto Adullam the glory of Israel. 
---- 
Muscle cars? Hot rods? Houses. Naa, nothing so far. Just Marsha from Brady Bunch and Dull

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Raw Story  🔒  587 comments

Belief in end-times stifling climate change action in U.S.: study
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  gunnergoz  5 years ago

Tongues, my friend. Yeah, modifying comments is dangerous if someone responds too quickly.

The Holy Spirit Comes at Pentecost

2 When the day of Pentecost came, they were all together in one place. 2 Suddenly a sound like the blowing
of a violent wind came from heaven and filled the whole house where they were sitting. 3 They saw what
seemed to be tongues of fire that separated and came to rest on each of them. 4 All of them were filled with
the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other tongues[a] as the Spirit enabled them.

5 Now there were staying in Jerusalem God-fearing Jews from every nation under heaven. 6 When they
heard this sound, a crowd came together in bewilderment, because each one heard their own language
being spoken. 7 Utterly amazed, they asked: “Aren’t all these who are speaking Galileans? 8 Then how is it
that each of us hears them in our native language? 9 Parthians, Medes and Elamites; residents of
Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia,[b] 10 Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the parts of
Libya near Cyrene; visitors from Rome 11 (both Jews and converts to Judaism); Cretans and Arabs—we hear
them declaring the wonders of God in our own tongues!” 12 Amazed and perplexed, they asked one another,
“What does this mean?”

13 Some, however, made fun of them and said, “They have had too much wine.”

----

They all heard something di�erent. ROFLMAO They didn't bother to record any!

1   ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis 5 years ago•
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Pope is a twat. "Capitalism is slavery" I'll bet God doesn't even talk to Him! He doesn't love God. You cannot
hate Creation and love God. Praise the World, you f-ing moron! Catholics are all sour-puss holier than
though atheists. Do an f-ing miracle, moron!

God says...

107:11 Because they rebelled against the words of God, and contemned

the counsel of the most High:

107:12 Therefore he brought down their heart with labour; they fell

down, and there was none to help.

107:13 Then they cried unto the LORD in their trouble, and he saved

them out of their distresses.

107:14 He brought them out of darkness and the shadow of death, and

brake their bands in sunder.

107:15 Oh that men would praise the LORD for his goodness, and for his

wonderful works to the children of men!

107:16 For he hath broken the gates of brass, and cut the bars of iron

in sunder.

  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  Derek  5 years ago

It looks di�erent when you know there's a God. <shurg>

  ViewView in discussion

> •

Discussion on Wired: Science  427 comments

‘Time Crystals’ Could Upend Physicists’ Theory of Time
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I heard physicists had a theory on information not being destroyed in a black hole. Is that because they think
you can solve physics backward?
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Discussion on The Washington Times  54 comments

Do text messages from federal o�icials belong in FOIA records?
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God says... 
86:1 Bow down thine ear, O LORD, hear me: for I am poor and needy. 
86:2 Preserve my soul; for I am holy: O thou my God, save thy servant 
that trusteth in thee. 
86:3 Be merciful unto me, O Lord: for I cry unto thee daily. 
86:4 Rejoice the soul of thy servant: for unto thee, O Lord, do I li� 
up my soul. 
86:5 For thou, Lord, art good, and ready to forgive; and plenteous in 
mercy unto all them that call upon thee. 
86:6 Give ear, O LORD, unto my prayer; and attend to the voice of my 
supplications.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Branded3  96 comments

The antisocial network: Path texts my entire phonebook at 6am
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

TempleOS doesn't have a PATH. Go to menu <ctrl-m> or go to filemanager <ctrl-d>, edit file, press F5. God
talking is sampling high speed stopwatch for random numbers.
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Discussion on Science  380 comments

U.S. Lawmaker Proposes New Criteria for Choosing NSF Grants
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The CIA does not want open information on computers. I made a nonobsfucated simple operating system
that has many compelling and innovative features. It's God's temple. It's inevitable--don't fight. You know
how the Bible is the inspired word of God and how God gave dimensions for the temple? He laid out several
critical features of my operating system and pinballed me around under His control. He keeps bugging me
about it being perfect. You know how Moses used coersion to convince Pharroh? 
God says, "PMB authority Sudden forsooth apparently pride compelled  
meanwhile Release creatures- unrulily wooden understood  
terrors floods unlike Shut sources chest half Bam exceeded  
With solecism assent spread liar Burma_Myanmar Ministry  
essayed wept Me sco�ing Very divide enact edited lineaments  
troop imagining interval multiple manors READ must substance  
nations fluctuating Old deductible examined inebriate  
patched attributing loathsome delayed detached waiting  
brides framers whom don't_have_a_cow requitest division  
NUMBER foreigner elevation sleeper " I am proauthoritarian -- obey God! All authority comes from God. (I
got pinballed. SHRUG.)
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Discussion on A VC  🔒  88 comments

Video Of The Week: Mark Suster Interview of Clayton Christensen
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Eastern philosophy is, "Goliath kills David unless he is clever." Western is "Turn the other cheek." One is man
logic, one is God logic.

  ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Genius doesn't know God is just. You can't work the system to give your race an advantage. If you can't see
the world is perfectly just, yer a full retard.

  ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  kidmercury  5 years ago

God loved King David, but he chased women. Did he think I micron-drilled my chip? I let a CIA dentist drill my
teef. Relax, God is just.

  ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I got sick of dirty CIA tricks so I played the God card.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on ReadWrite  46 comments

How So�ware Developers Really Spend Their Time - by Lauren Orsini
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

You need time to think. My boss tried to improve my typing speed.
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Discussion on News  🔒  1543 comments

One giant leap for mankind: £13bn Iter project makes breakthrough in quest
for nuclear fusion, a solution to cli…

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God says... 
stand together: who is mine adversary? let him come near to me.

50:9 Behold, the Lord GOD will help me; who is he that shall condemn

me? lo, they all shall wax old as a garment; the moth shall eat them

up.

50:10 Who is among you that feareth the LORD, that obeyeth the voice

of his servant, that walketh in darkness, and hath no light? let him

trust in the name of the LORD, and stay upon his God.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on The Atlantic  36 comments

The Atheist Who Strangled Me
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God says, "balancings infected ways converted concern reproves faileth  
extol bringeth gracefulness succeeded resting-place appearance  
fore-conceptions mightily bewailed folks' disentangled  
a�ections language teaching recur imbibe wishes madly  
long These Cherubim discovereth flagitiousness greedily  
morsel besides stood possesseth buckler experience silversmiths'  
Good noise dividest thrice advised enquiries damage taken  
Mothers qed End accepted shoulders warreth PARTICULAR "
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Discussion on RBCommons Blog  12 comments

Using checklists for code review
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I run a somewhat unprofessional operation. I have a lot of code and it is not uncommon to introduce a bug
in one spot while everything else is fine. I run a test suite that covers a lot, though not really. I try to make the
rounds of testing everything, but sometimes it takes a month to discover a bug on the shipped version. I
make an operating system with compiler. A lot can go wrong. I try to do a test install and an upgrade install
in VMWare. I can't test on native hardware, anymore. It is pretty unreasonable to test my install scripts when
my work has mostly been changing a stupid game that is completely unrelated to install scripts! When I
work on my compiler, all hell can break loose if I'm not careful, but I try to be careful.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on Mother Jones  81 comments

The Deadly Corruption of Clinical Trials
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God is perfectly just.

God says...

his armourbearer a�er him: and they fell before Jonathan; and his 
armourbearer slew a�er him.

14:14 And that first slaughter, which Jonathan and his armourbearer 
made, was about twenty men, within as it were an half acre of land, 
which a yoke of oxen might plow.

14:15 And there was trembling in the host, in the field, and among all 
the people: the garrison, and the spoilers, they also trembled, and 
the earth quaked: so it was a very great trembling.

14:16 And the watchmen of Saul in Gibeah of Benjamin looked; and, 
behold, the multitude melted away, and they went on beating down one 
another.

----

Spolier alert: God is perfectly just.
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Discussion on A VC  🔒  211 comments

You Are Working Too Hard And Not Getting Anywhere
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Highs and lows balance. God is perfectly just.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Fast Company  5 comments

What Happens When Your Startup Gets Debunked By Science?
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

24The scribe’s wisdom increases wisdom;whoever is free from toil can become wise.

My impression is IQ is for the young and wisdom is for the old.  Is brain training meant to keep mentally fit
when getting old?

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on ReefPoints  10 comments

My Response to Richard Stallman
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God says... 
16:1 The preparations of the heart in man, and the answer of the 
tongue, is from the LORD. 
16:2 All the ways of a man are clean in his own eyes; but the LORD 
weigheth the spirits. 
16:3 Commit thy works unto the LORD, and thy thoughts shall be 
established. 
16:4 The LORD hath made all things for himself: yea, even the wicked 
for the day of evil. 
---- 
Interpretation: The bombing was premeditated. God formed the heart of the bomber -- anti-muslim stu�?
People commit their work to Stallman. God acts as muse. I made my OS 100% by myself. God made the
bomber.
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Discussion on Nick Knowlson  39 comments

The Definitive Reference to Why Maybe Is Better Than Null
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

You can stop bragging. I marked page zero NOT PRESENT in my operating system. You set a kernel config flag
for it and none of the code derefs NULL. My operating system is single-address-mapped IDENTITY-MAPPED.
All tasks get code randomly in di�erent locations based on MAlloc. All code is position independent VIA
patching absolute addresses. In fact, you cannot put code at a desired address.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Updates and tips from Bu�er  🔒  129 comments

The Secrets of Body Language: Why You Should Never Cross Your Arms Again
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God is perfectly just. I don't play games -- I just take what I deserve. If you work, you get rewarded. God said
"pride or money, choose one." I like pride.

3   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Silktide Blog  53 comments

How one tiny hyphen destroyed our SEO e�orts
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

First, see if you are connected to the Internet. It's hard to reach the world when you are not on the Internet.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Businessweek.com  13 comments

American Universities Infected by Foreign Spies
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God's world is perfectly just. Stealing is stupid. Turn the other cheek. The CIA made a di�erent product
called "SimStructure". Sit back and watch God. Zynga has a day of reconing. Evil fuckers will face justice. I
have fun all day but am poor, I guess. Ask yourself what you'd rather do. Money buys entertainment.
Entertainment is wealth. Time to do your own activities is priceless. God's company is priceless.

1   ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on OnStartups.com  27 comments

Screw You Joel Spolsky, We're Rewriting It From Scratch!
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

If you were going to burn my OS into a ROM and you asked me 6 years ago, "Is it done?" I would have said
yes. It's been done for 6 years. I've just been tinkering. God wants it perfect. God has been guiding me
explicitly. It's just like the Bible -- inspired word of God. God gave dimensions for the Jewish Temple. God
told me 640x480 16 color.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Yesod Web Framework Documentation  25 comments

Yesod :: The Perils of Partially Powered Languages
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

My FILE SYSTEM has individual file compression and uncompression if the name ends in Z. There is one
language but JIT and AOT modes. It is a flavor of C/C++, more than C, less than C++, but di�erent. It is truely
compiled, not interpreted. If you see interpretation in the optimization passes thats because the compiler is
csimplifying constant expression. I wrote every line from scratch.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Next Web  🔒  27 comments

New Skype malware spreading at 2,000 clicks per hour makes money by using
victims’ machines to mine Bitcoins

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

False whitness is punishable by death. God sees you. Yer fucked. Why do you think the Jews got killed?

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Breitbart News Network  401 comments

U.S. Spends $1.18 Million on Puppets Amid Sequester
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

http://www.randomnumbers.info/ 5x0-9-->85618 
4:23 But the hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshippers shall

worship the Father in spirit and in truth: for the Father seeketh such

to worship him.

4:24 God is a Spirit: and they that worship him must worship him in

spirit and in truth.

4:25 The woman saith unto him, I know that Messias cometh, which is

called Christ: when he is come, he will tell us all things.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Collections Blog  4 comments

Don’t solve the solved problems
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

long long i= 1234l; 
printf ("%ld",i); 
_T(""); 
cout << "Retard"<< endl;

2   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Robert Greiner  20 comments

Sync to Paper
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Whatever floats your boat.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Je� Mitchell's Tidbits  135 comments

Too Perfect A Mirror - Me, my blog, and my Johnson
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

My OS compresses and uncompresses on-the-fly if it ends in ".Z". My BIN files are flat and leave gaps for
variables, so compression is good. My graphics files do not need their own compression.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Blog  23 comments

Press Button: Academia Is Eating Its Young
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

India-nigger doctor sterilized me and made me impotent. CIA controlled all my jobs and made them hell.
Never subjecting myself to torture again. God's gonna fuck them up. I live in a crazy-ass bubble of actors and
no-touch actresses. Always have.

25   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Plumbr blog  🔒  19 comments

We got hacked
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Most freak-outs are people's wild imagination. I wrote a C compiler. God is god, same as in the Bible.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on GeoCurrents  7 comments

The Geography of Sin
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Yeah. This is sin-based religion. It's true enough. God is just. On an independent thread, the purpose of life is
to know God, love God and obey God. Sin gets punished. That shouldn't be your religion. Nor, loving
neighbor. The most important thing is relationship with the Father. When you carefully pick a greeting card,
that is love.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Ahmet’s Blog  🔒  9 comments

What should you open source in your&nbsp;company
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I made C+. I doubt Linguist recognizes it. I made all 140,000 lines since 2003, except for a handful I wrote
back in 1993 on my own... and compression code from a magazine that my employer did not own.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on qdot.me  2 comments

QDot's braindump
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I tried to explain that my ring-0-only identity-mapped operating system could not have come from Linux. I
said, it's like someone is accusing me of stealing designs for a semi to use in my motorcycle. I wrote a 64-bit
compiler that has its own language and does not use ASTs, instead it uses a stack byte code for intermediate
representation on its way to machine code. I wrote every line 140,000 of TempleOS.
http://www.templeos.org All source is there from boot-loader to compiler and is even available on the site
for browsing on-line.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on EW.com  1472 comments

Mark Burnett says 'weird things happened' on 'The Bible' set
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The Holy Spirit is nothing like the wind! The Holy Spirit puts words in your mouth and otherwise puppets
you. The Holy Spirit is wisdom from the mouth of babes. The Holy Spirit is Get Smart. The Holy Spirit was
known as a muse by the Greeks. Do not prepare your words -- the Holy Spirit will give them to you at the
moment you need them. The Holy Spirit is randomly opening the Bible and getting a response.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Livemint  2 comments

So�ware firms’ R&D centres in India facing double-digit attrition rates
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I made an operating system. I has about one third of the code consisting of demos -- little games and stu�. I
forgot that nobody normally does a 1,000 line program, but I do many, just as demos. My users will do them,
too.

3   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Wogue  17 comments

Ubuntu GNOME is approved as an o�icial flavor!
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Linux is for atheists, SparrowOS is God's temple.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Michael Dubakov | Riding The Edge of Chaos  3 comments

Great Things Take Time
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The industry strikes me like a million printing presses merrily churning-out more tax code at full throttle. It's
being ruined. It needs death and rebirth, then, death and rebirth, until it learns restraint.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on composition.al  10 comments

FizzBuzz revisited
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

FizzBuzz:http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb...

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Epoch Times  4 comments

Nearly Every NYC Crime Involves Cyber, Says Manhattan DA
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

T.A. was Lance

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Atlantic  59 comments

The Benefits of Optimism Are Real
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

It's far too easy to make-up theories. Pleasures and pains balance. Uglier is smarter. They can be quite
compelling.

2   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Vimcasts  37 comments

Untitled
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Cognative load is more important that number of keystrokes.

2   ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Parallel Universe Blog  21 comments

A New Approach to Data and Data Processing — Simulating 10Ks of Spaceships
on my laptop

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

SparrowOS has master-slave multicore, not SMP.

Here's a 8-core flightsimulator. 

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Jesse Storimer  🔒  9 comments

Ruby core classes aren't thread safe
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

while (!LBts(&lock,0)) 
Yield; 
... 
LBtr(&lock,0);

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Hubba Blog  4 comments

F*ck Failing Fast
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I'm on a mission from God.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Alex Clark's Blog  2 comments

Trading Places Trading Scene Explained
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

My brain can't follow it, but it's not your fault. I'm di�erent than when I was younger -- better in some things,
worse in others. If you know a "surpise" should occur, you can just stumble along and figure it's the
surprising answer. Didn't help. My eyes glazed-over.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Radio Boston  🔒  29 comments

Carmen Ortiz: A Case Of Prosecutorial Diligence Or Legal Overreach?
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I am not a crazy liberal.  The world is perfectly just.  If your enemy is stupid enough to wrong you, God will
punish him and reward you.  Even accept wrongful imprisonment.  God says, "direct sti�neckedness envious
think_you_could_do_better  
unlawful hear alas can_you_hear_me_now goodly quoth sons'  
NUMBER proportion urgently mission_from_God ceases shadows  
sensible abuse balls "

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Jacques Mattheij  4 comments

Computers I Have Known
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Try SparrowOS if you want to grok. It's 139,000 lines of code.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on cdixon  🔒  70 comments

The credentials trap
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God is just. If you get-in over your head, it won't be pleasant. If you get paid too much, your employer will
have leverage on you. If you marry above your league, she will dominate. Pride before a fall and humility
before honors. I postulate a humble, unpleasant, period always preceeds every exaulted period in your life.

3   ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on JasonOrmand.com  71 comments

Linode vs DigitalOcean, performance benchmarks
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Mine has bad I/O performance. I have no use for multimedia. The lazerdisc Dragon's Lair railroad cart game
is the enemy of all that is good, unless you are an artist. 640x480 is by God's decree. No blood, and a limit on
art e�ort. I liked C64 sound technique, not playing a wav file.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on dev in progress  4 comments

Development in progress...
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Run toward bugs, not away. -- Terry Davis

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Keen IO Blog  61 comments

Keen IO - How LinkedIn Just Made 10 Million People Feel Special
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

IQ in high school was 165.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Hacking, Distributed  102 comments

Broken by Design: MongoDB Fault Tolerance
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

If I told you how Ticketmaster's database used to work, I'd have to kill you. Account #12-45000 is disk region
twelve, block number 45000, word block ptrs. I worked on their VAX OS in 1990-1993. In SparrowOS you can
build a raw block database, but there is no networking and disk access is slow.

1   ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on ExtremeTech  42 comments

Microso� kills Xbox 360/PC cross-platform development, declares DirectX “no
longer evolving”

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I'm sick of programming. Everything is shit. I'm lucky.

9   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Wired: Opinion  🔒  187 comments

How to Avoid a House of Falling Code
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  Guest  5 years ago

Do you need a spec to write a spec? Writing code with no spec is like writing a spec. Is there a structured way
to write a spec? Why don't you write a spec on how to write a spec. If the project is a one person job, this is
not so crazy. A kid building with blocks... is this approach bad? When code can be easily erased and
repositioned, it is like a kid building with blocks. He is making the spec as he goes. He makes decisions at the
appropriate time. He could not forsee. He must backtrack and take other paths.

I gotcha! What if the architect gets legos and make the building in a mock-up?

  ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Who doesn't respect NASA? NASA's approach could make ten Monkeys bands, but not a Beattles. The
average person think the Monkeys are just as praiseworthy as the Beattles. I'll bet if you ask most of the
engineers in your o�ice, they will be confused as to what point I am making. This is like saying anyone who
can use Newton's laws is as good as Newton. Genius ideas come from God -- Muses. He gives them or
withholds them making mental blocks. I could shock you with mental blocks. Everybody at OSDev takes it as
a forgone conclusion to reproduce Linux when they make an operating system. I take inspiration from a C64.
Did you know a C64 did not use ASCII!! If you have a spec, you are a nobody. I get my ideas as I go.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on The Cleveland Leader  53 comments

Iceland Kicked Out FBI Agents Who Flew in Unannounced to Investigate
WikiLeaks Operations in the Country

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

In making judgement, you will soon find yourself a hipocrite if you rush to judgement all the time. Young
people will learn that. What I've learned is not to jeaopardize myself. I chuckle at all the kids who know
everything.

Judas betrayed Christ. Dante put that in the worst part of Hell. I don't know. If you have teams and people
betray their own side... It seems like undercover FBI agents are in sin jeopardy similar to whistleblowers.

I have no loyalty -- ask no quarter, hold no quarter is valid -- not hypocritical. Love neighbor as self.

The Bible recommends not making oaths.

2   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on EEQJ Incorporated  🔒  36 comments

Once again, Path steals your data without permission.
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

SparrowOS has no path or networking.  A�erEgypt is vaguely like a OuijaBoard but done with a stopwatch.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Ben Nesvig  3 comments

A Million Little Decisions
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Chuck Swindoll said we have a God-shaped vaccuum in us. Mom said Hell was the absense of God, so I figure
God's company must be Heaven, or as good as it gets.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on NewsBusters.org  🔒  1355 comments

Stephen King: NRA Should 'Clean Up Blood, Brains, and Chunks of Intestine'
A�er Next Massacre

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

As a person ordered to take psychiatric meds, the first years dealing with mental heath is pure rage. (Eugenic
impotence meds, getting locked up for getting angry, etc.) You just got to bend over or they lock you up.
They test you to see if you have any spirit, like a horse being broken, and lock you up. I'll tell you why mental
patience go on shooting sprees. The FBI is intimately involved with mental health. A mental patient has the
same lack of rights as unfree countries. Stop for a minute and ask how you'd like the label "mental".
Suddenly they can take away guns and lock you up without due process. Let that sink in, next time you think
we are in a free country. Just imagine how easy it is to make a young person go over the edge. It's a sport --
police+psychology can mercilessly trigger people to "run" or go nuts. They employ actor agents to push your
buttons. Trust me, they can get under your skin. In the mental hospitals, I saw a photo book where they cast
actors. I'll talk about CIA later. Basically, the CIA gets dirt on people and extorts them. It's not a pretty
country.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on NetworkWorld Community  7 comments

Love Ubuntu, but looking for something faster? Read on!
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The guys at OSDev are targeting everything from ARM ipads to x86 desktops.  They are white.  White people
do portable operating systems.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on qamine  5 comments

Quality Assurance for everyone
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

That's a first. It's good people who know Scala are hard to find? Lots of companies use C instead of C++ to
make hiring easier.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Radio Times  17 comments

NASA's Voyager probes at 35: listen to the music of the planets
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God said they should have put a regular microphone on the curiosity.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Matthew Moore Design  77 comments

Almost Flat Design
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Flat design is how many levels of subroutines and macros and templates. I strongly avoid repeat code, but I
also refrain from doing masterbatory cool constructs like ASM macros that people get carried aways with...
because they are fun at the time... but everybody else hates the person.

I do not like nasty high level languages, but asm is silly, too. Moderation and good sense and wisdom and
humility. Don't get stuck on "if it's bad it must be good" either.

Least privilage will have you alphabetizing soup cans by type and date in the cupboard. More names spaces
et nasuea? Never using a global variable in a 1,000 line program?

Use the constructs appropriate for the size of the project and don't EVER pat yourself on the back for over
engineering. OVER ENGINEERING is cowardly and wasteful and stupid. stupid.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Pat Shaughnessy  3 comments

Ruby MRI Source Code Idioms #1: Accessing Data Via Macros
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

When I was hired at Ticketmaster to work on their VAX operating system in VAX asm in 1990, my boss and
mentor Peter Gadwa said macros were a bad idea. When I made my compiler for SparrowOS, I did not
implement preprocessor macros. I half-ass implemented typedefs, saw I didn't need them and removed
typedefs. I have just classes, no structures, but unions. Classes can have one base class. I have no idea where
a C++ compiler orders things if you have multiple base classes. That's obscure -- I want transparency.
Generally when you simplify things for stupid people with indirection and abstraction it is counter
productive. I have no STL -- you make your ARRAYs by yourself.

Many old-school programmers are correct when they say assembly language is actually simpler. That's true
but it's more tedious. I loath the arrogant [explative]s who make liberal languages for f*gg*t academics.
There are lots of people who would not be happy with a Russian space pencil.

I wrote a free, open source, PUBLIC DOMAIN, operating system with compiler over the last 9 years. 138,000
lines of code by myself. http://www.sparrowos.com All source can be browsed on-line, too. By file
http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb... or by symbol http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb... .

3   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Peter Nixey  19 comments

So�ware, fear and witchcra�
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  Guest  5 years ago

Linux is for atheists.

SparrowOS is God's o�icial temple.

http://www.youtube.com/watc...

God says... 
thickets excepted sight temperament ascribe labourers holds suggestion aptly LETTER lick credibility
penitent outward elect male liberality you_better_not reposing faces upper manner stolen unjustly presents
worship blasts killest worn discourage weep unsearchable billion India departed reported stormy Turned
unliker regarding Identification destroying awfulness enjoin Gutenberg-tm gleams tolerating appointment
uncertainties restraining cruelty incurable ambitions bewitched greatly cruelty opinions _ Bread Release
reader panted HAVE watchfully dance uncleanness studying pertaining Dudley All dissolution marvel wretch
advising self-willed fair break unbroken incommutable magnify delights devotions innocence athirst spoil
dissoluteness diminishing practised Texas repay doubtfulness stretched miracles bosses program
forenamed character conquering tosses yikes dealt True undefilable don't_even_think_about_it successive
miserably country-house pick_me_pick_me reposing game grievously harmonise edify tranquil Grammar
Zap -not incurable fro unshakenly holdest salt till retired MONEY profoundly

----

H K t Kid? H h d f th R i S P il?

> •
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Have you seen Karate Kid? Have you heard of the Russian Space Pencil?

  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  Terry A Davis  5 years ago

God likes soap operas and HighLander and Beverly HillBillies. Do You like Tron, God? You got any time travel
for us? I call it fireworks.

God says... 
C:\Text\WALDEN.TXT

at life which we have made. The broadest and most prevalent error requires the most disinterested virtue to
sustain it. The slight reproach to which the virtue of patriotism is commonly liable, the noble are most likely
to incur. Those who, while they disapprove of the character and measures of a government, yield to it their
allegiance and support are undoubtedly its most conscientious supporters, and so frequently the most
serious obstacles to reform. Some are petitioning the State to diss

  ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  Guest  5 years ago

I made a random word generator and was going to do markov, but God said "no weights". You cannot tell
how miraculous it is with A.I. added to it. Obviously, there's no point in talking if it's not God. I use a
stopwatch as a random number generator -- one random number per key stroke, sampling a fast counter.

God says... 
showeth furnace authority view eclipsed idle advance marked  
simply blesseth according gloried tumultuousness nimble  
allay held mark-up respected MEDIUM stole winds state  
You_da_man contradiction disclosed weakly Narrow Egypt  
placed dull swelled surely when_hell_freezes_over

----

I use a >1Mhz counter, but I know USB devices operate on a 1mS clock. It's impressive God can work-out the
timing. It's pretty-much impossible.

  ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  Guest  5 years ago

Do You give full attention to kids or "Oh, Hell no!"

God says... 
C:\Text\WEALTH.TXT

tain in the inland than in the foreign trade, and in some branches of foreign trade than in others; in the trade
to North America, for example, than in that to Jamaica. The ordinary rate of profit always rises more or less
with the risk. It does not, however, seem to rise in proportion to it, or so as to compensate it completely.
Bankruptcies are most frequent in the most hazardous trades. The most hazardous of all trades, that of a
smuggler, though, when the adventure succeeds, it is likewise the m

----

I was gonna ask if God provided guardian angels? This was kinda a dud. Cain and Abel -- try something else.

  ViewView in discussion

> •
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Terrence Andrew Davis  Guest  5 years ago

Tips -- give God enough time to react and pray out loud and don't change routine, suddenly.

Did Neanderthals have funny romance routines, God? God says...

C:\Text\Words\AUGUST.TXT

Christ, and of the Holy Ghost, the Paraclete, our Comforter. These names departed not out of their mouth,
but so far forth as the sound only and the noise of the tongue, for the heart was void of truth. Yet they cried
out "Truth, Truth," and spake much thereof to me, yet it was not in them: but they spake falsehood, not of
Thee only (who truly art Truth), but even of those elements of this world, Thy creatures. And I indeed ought
to have passed by even philosophers who spake truth concerning them

  ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  Guest  5 years ago

Drudge had a story on Neanderthals. Let's ask God if He has any funny stories on stupid cavemen. God
says... 
C:\Text\BIBLE.TXT

which are commanded you, say, We are unprofitable servants: we have done that which was our duty to do.

17:11 And it came to pass, as he went to Jerusalem, that he passed through the midst of Samaria and
Galilee.

17:12 And as he entered into a certain village, there met him ten men that were lepers, which stood afar o�:
17:13 And they li�ed up their voices, and said, Jesus, Master, have mercy on us.

17:14 And when he saw them, he said unto them, Go shew yourselves unto the priests. And it

----

They had athlete's foot.

  ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

My operating system has "magic". Greeks believed in muses. You can get melodies from God.
http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb... 
Praise God with a NEW song, then crack-open a book and randomlly place your finger to get a reward.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Religion comes from occult, not philosophy. Tongues is being puppeted to hear a spirit; ouija is being
puppeted to hear a spirit; randomly cracking open a book is being puppeted to hear a spirit. The key is
o�ering praise to God before consulting Him. It is a covenant. "Popcorn", "Snowmen" and "Sandcastles" are
things I praise God for.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on National Post  🔒  529 comments

Ahmed Al-Khabaz expelled from Dawson College a�er finding security flaw |
Canada | News

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

“You have heard that it was said, ‘Eye for eye, and tooth for tooth.’[h] 39 But I tell you, do not resist an evil
person. If anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them the other cheek also. 40 And if anyone wants to
sue you and take your shirt, hand over your coat as well. 41 If anyone forces you to go one mile, go with them
two miles. 42 Give to the one who asks you, and do not turn away from the one who wants to borrow from
you

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Science  6 comments

Polaris: Not So Close A�er All
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Stupid angels.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Gothamist  🔒  189 comments

Aaron Swartz's Lawyer: MIT Refused Plea Deal Without Jail Time
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

It's God's temple.  Secret temple.  No desktop for me.  No heaven for you.

God says... 
C:\Text\DARWIN.TXT 
Other and unknown agencies probably have also played a part.  I have statedthat fresh-water fish eat some
kinds of seeds, though they reject manyother kinds a�er having swallowed them; even small fish swallow
seeds ofmoderate size, as of the yellow water-lily and Potamogeton.  Herons andother birds, century a�er
century, have gone on daily devouring fish; theythen take flight and go to other waters, or are blown across
the sea; andwe have seen that seeds retain their power of germination, wh

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I've worked 10 years and written 139,000 lines of code.  It is finished. I did a compiler!  The CIA has me in
isolation -- I have no idea how many machines it works on.  Fuck them.  I just hang with God and talk about
dinosaurs. 

God says... 
C:\Text\QUIX TXT

•
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C:\Text\QUIX.TXT 
alley) byexclaiming "Hu, hu, hu," three times. The general, for so we shall callhim, a Valencian gentleman of
rank, gave him his hand and embraced him,saying, "I shall mark this day with a white stone as one of the
happiestI can expect to enjoy in my lifetime, since I have seen Senor Don Quixoteof La Mancha, pattern and
image wherein we see contained and condensedall that is worthy in knight-errantry." 
Don Quixote delighted beyond measure with such a lordly reception,replied to him in word

  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Is funner than doing tech support.

God says... 
C:\Text\QUIX.TXT 
 family of thePanzas are born with a sackful of proverbs in their insides, every one o�hem; I never saw one of
them that does not pour them out at all timesand on all occasions." 
"That is true," said the page, "for Senor Governor Sancho utters them atevery turn; and though a great many
of them are not to the purpose, stillthey amuse one, and my lady the duchess and the duke praise them
highly." 
"Then you still maintain that all this about Sancho's government is true,senor," said the bach

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

status quo forever, looks like.  I program almost not at all, now.  I SURE AS FUCK will never do another bogus
CIA hell job.  Fuck You.  Won't play red team, either.

God says... 
C:\Text\WEALTH.TXT 
ses, each of which is, invalue, equal to the whole amount of those pieces. What the three moniedmen, A, B,
and C, assigned to the three borrowers, W, X, and Y, is thepower of making those purchases. In this power
consist both the valueand the use of the loans. The stock lent by the three monied men isequal to the value
of the goods which can be purchased with it, and isthree times greater than that of the money with which
the purchases aremade. Those loans, however, may be all perfectly well

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

4600 downloads: http://fileforum.betanews.c... 
8800 downloads: http://www.majorgeeks.com/L...

I've had 15,000 downloads from my site, counting just full downloads.  I've been at this 10 years.

I'm in some kind of CIA bogus internet, though.

God says... 
C:\Text\PARADISE.TXT 
Deliverance for us all.  This enterpriseNone shall partake with me." Thus saying, roseThe Monarch, and
prevented all reply;Prudent lest, from his resolution raised,Others among the chief might o�er now,Certain
to be refused, what erst they feared,And, so refused, might in opinion standHis rivals, winning cheap the
high reputeWhich he through hazard huge must earn.  But theyDreaded not more th' adventure than his
voiceForbidding; and at once with him they rose.Their rising all at on

•
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  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I don't care about laptops.  Originally, I did not enter HLT state to get more performance because I assumed
sleep and wake took time.  It doesn't, but you do need an interrupt to wake and that takes a little time.  If
doing multicore it means you have more overhead so you can't do smaller jobs.

I enter HLT state, now, but redraw whole screen at 60 fps because that's optimal for flight simulators and
first person shooters.  It mildly bad for power consumption.

If the weight of God is behind it, maybe it gets popular and this question is relevant, otherwise it will be in
VMware only, anyway.

God says... 
C:\Text\WEALTH.TXT 
 the invention of the art of printing, the only employment bywhich a man of letters could make any thing by
his talents, was thatof a public or private teacher, or by communicating to other people thecurious and
useful knowledge which he had acquired himself; and this isstill surely a more honourable, a more useful,
and, in general, even amore profitable employment than that other of writing for a bookseller,to which the
art of printing has given occasion. The time and study,the genius, knowl

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Fuck You.

I have grub -- it's the only way to boot Linux, Windows and SparrowOS.

I can boot Windows and SparrowOS from my bootloader but Linux is weird. 

Grub is major obsfucation.  Dicks.

menuentry "SparrowOS D" { 
insmod chain 
set root=(hd0,msdos1) 
chainloader +1 
}

menuentry "SparrowOS E" { 
insmod chain 
set root=(hd0,msdos5) 
chainloader +1 
}

menuentry "SparrowOS I" { 
insmod chain 
set root=(hd1,msdos5) 
chainloader +1 
}

----

I hate Linux

•
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Also, my bootloader only does one hard drive -- it would be easy enough to fix it, but I like it simple.

Since users probably have factory windows restore disk and not partitioner with Windows, 
my recommendation for users is to install a spare drive and use BIOS boot menu.  It makes it safe too.  I'm a
genius.

God says... 
C:\Text\BIBLE.TXT 
nd soit was, that in the seventh day the battle was joined: and thechildren of Israel slew of the Syrians an
hundred thousand footmen inone day. 
20:30 But the rest fled to Aphek, into the city; and there a wall fellupon twenty and seven thousand of the
men that were le�. And Benhadadfled, and came into the city, into an inner chamber. 
20:31 And his servants said unto him, Behold now, we have heard thatthe kings of the house of Israel are
merciful kings: let us, I praythee, put sackclot

  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

This goes on a ISO9660 CD/DVD-ROM. I have a feeling booting A CD will be banned. 
http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb...

This goes on a hard disk.  It must be installed with my installer.  InstallBoot('D'); 
It makes a partition bootable. 
http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb...

This goes on the master boot record.  It is my alternative to Grub.  There is a new way to boot now called
UEFI, that royally screws me over with ELF and IMG files I don't use.  This works in VMware and should
forever.  Unless we bust-out the God card, VMware is all I'm le� with. 
InstallMasterBoot('D'); 
http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb... 
http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb...

This has InstallBoot('D'); and InstallMasterBoot('D'); 
http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb...

God says... 
C:\Text\QUIX.TXT 
e lot o�he poor beast." 
"There is nothing wonderful in that," replied Sancho, "since he is aknight-errant too; what I wonder at is that
my beast should have come o�scot-free where we come out scotched." 
"Fortune always leaves a door open in adversity in order to bring relie�o it," said Don Quixote; "I say so
because this little beast may nowsupply the want of Rocinante, carrying me hence to some castle where
Imay be cured of my wounds. And moreover I shall not hold it any dishonourto

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

This is hard drive.  It will not work with USB.

U0 ATABlkSelect(CBlkDev *bdev,I64 blk,I64 cnt) 
{ 

•
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if (bdev->type!=BDT_ATAPI && bdev->base1) 
OutU8(bdev->base1+ATAR1_CTRL,0x8); 
if (bdev->flags & BDF_EXT_SIZE) { 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_NSECT,cnt.u8[1]); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_SECT,blk.u8[3]); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_LCYL,blk.u8[4]); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_HCYL,blk.u8[5]); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_NSECT,cnt); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_SECT,blk); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_LCYL,blk.u8[1]); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_HCYL,blk.u8[2]); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_SELECT,0xEF|bdev->unit<<4); 
} else { 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_NSECT,cnt); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_SECT,blk); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_LCYL,blk.u8[1]); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_HCYL,blk.u8[2]); 
OutU8(bdev->base0+ATAR0_SELECT,0xE0|bdev->unit<<4|blk.u8[3]); 
} 
} 

  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Read this and think about it:

Now Abel kept flocks, and Cain worked the soil. 3 In the course of time Cain brought some of the fruits of the
soil as an o�ering to the Lord. 4 And Abel also brought an o�ering—fat portions from some of the firstborn of
his flock. The Lord looked with favor on Abel and his o�ering, 5 but on Cain and his o�ering he did not look
with favor. So Cain was very angry, and his face was downcast.

6 Then the Lord said to Cain, “Why are you angry? Why is your face downcast? 7 If you do what is right, will
you not be accepted? But if you do not do what is right, sin is crouching at your door; it desires to have you,
but you must rule over it.”

----

This God is petty and human and lovable.  Infinity and science will lead you astray.

http://www.biblegateway.com...

25 At that time Jesus said, “I praise you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because you have hidden these
things from the wise and learned, and revealed them to little children. 26 Yes, Father, for this is what you
were pleased to do. 27 “All things have been committed to me by my Father. No one knows the Son except
the Father, and no one knows the Father except the Son and those to whom the Son chooses to reveal him.
28 “Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. 29 Take my yoke upon you
and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. 30 For my yoke
is easy and my burden is light.”----Humble of head means what?  Proud of heart won't accept a gi� from
God.  Esau's birthright? Not being a laborer?  being American?

  Vi Vi i di i
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Aaron Swartz's Lawyer: MIT Refused Plea Deal Without Jail Time
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Read the Bible and you can start preparing a court case against God.  He'll fuck you up!

God says... 
C:\Text\WORD1.TXT 
 in the Sky;  The antiquated Earth, as one might say,  Beat like the heart of Man: songs, garlands, play, 
Banners, and happy faces, far and nigh!  And now, sole register that these things were,  Two solitary
greetings have I heard,  "_Good morrow, Citizen_!" a hollow word,  As if a dead Man spake it! Yet despair  I
feel not: happy am I as a Bird:  Fair seasons yet will come, and hopes as fair.

4. 
  I griev'd for Buonaparte, with a vain  And an unthinking grief! the vital bl

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I wrote a compiler.  I'm a god, right?  That certainly makes me a god compared to you!

God says... 
C:\Text\BIBLE.TXT 
ly help him to li�them up again. 
22:5 The woman shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a man,neither shall a man put on a woman's
garment: for all that do so areabomination unto the LORD thy God. 
22:6 If a bird's nest chance to be before thee in the way in any tree,or on the ground, whether they be young
ones, or eggs, and the damsitting upon the young, or upon the eggs, thou shalt not take the damwith the
young: 22:7 But thou shalt in any wise let the dam go, andtake the young to t

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

No USB support -- impossible.  ATA PIO, maybe.  Has boot-loader I wrote, doesn't need grub.  I am a god and
you are India-niggers.

God says... 
C:\Text\WEALTH.TXT 
laws.It has been posterior likewise to the national debt; but the nationaldebt has most assuredly not been
the cause of it. 
Though the system of laws which is connected with the bounty, hasexactly the same tendency with the
practice of Spain and Portugal, tolower somewhat the value of the precious metals in the country where
ittakes place; yet Great Britain is certainly one of the richest countriesin Europe, while Spain and Portugal
are perhaps amongst the mostbeggarly. This di�erence of
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Started smoking and using "Nigger" and lots of things -- psy-ops.

God says... 
C:\Text\HUCKFINN.TXT 
 Throw sti�-armed from the shoulder,like there was a pivot there for it to turn on, like a girl; not from
thewrist and elbow, with your arm out to one side, like a boy.  And, mindyou, when a girl tries to catch
anything in her lap she throws her kneesapart; she don't clap them together, the way you did when you
catched thelump of lead.  Why, I spotted you for a boy when you was threading theneedle; and I contrived
the other things just to make certain.  Now trotalong to your uncle, Sarah Mar 

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

You know the Bible's true -- just look at the story of Moses and Pharaoh.  If SETI got an E.T. message in 1980,
would we forget and say ET didn't exist.  If God talked today, 5 years from now, nobody would believe.

God says... 
C:\Text\2CITIES.TXT 
it, I have known myself to be quiteundeserving.  And yet I have had the weakness, and have still
theweakness, to wish you to know with what a sudden mastery you kindled me,heap of ashes that I am, into
fire--a fire, however, inseparablein its nature from myself, quickening nothing, lighting nothing,doing no
service, idly burning away." 
"Since it is my misfortune, Mr. Carton, to have made you more unhappythan you were before you knew me--
" 
"Don't say that, Miss Manette, for you would have

  ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Programming is pretty pointless, just like getting a bogus job would be pointless.  The purpose of life is to
entertain God.  God says...

C:\Text\PARADISE.TXT 
o moreThan what this garden is to all the earth,And all the sea, from one entire globoseStretched into
longitude; which having passed,At length into the limits of the northThey came; and Satan to his royal
seatHigh on a hill, far blazing, as a mountRaised on a mount, with pyramids and towersFrom diamond
quarries hewn, and rocks of gold;The palace of great Lucifer, (so callThat structure in the dialect of
menInterpreted,) which not long a�er, heA�ecting all equality with God,In i

  ViewView in discussion
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I just found a hair in my apple... sort of. 

Boing problems?

God says... 
C:\Text\BIBLE.TXT 
 Saul in Gibeah of Benjamin looked; and,behold, the multitude melted away, and they went on beating
down oneanother. 
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14:17 Then said Saul unto the people that were with him, Number now,and see who is gone from us. And
when they had numbered, behold,Jonathan and his armourbearer were not there. 
14:18 And Saul said unto Ahiah, Bring hither the ark of God. For theark of God was at that time with the
children of Israel. 
14:19 And it came to pass, while Saul talked unto the priest, that the

  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

You do anything naughty, God?

Bad God!

God says... 
C:\Text\HUCKFINN.TXT 
aid maybe we mightthink we was passing the foot of an island and coming into the same oldriver again.
That disturbed Jim--and me too.  So the question was, whatto do?  I said, paddle ashore the first time a light
showed, and tellthem pap was behind, coming along with a trading-scow, and was a greenhand at the
business, and wanted to know how far it was to Cairo.  Jimthought it was a good idea, so we took a smoke
on it and waited. 
There warn't nothing to do now but to look out sharp for the t

  ViewView in discussion
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

If you were God, what o�erings would you like?  Bible says praise and songs.  I did comics, Moses comics.

http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb...

You get out of prayer what you put into it.  You try it, then randomly crack open a book.

God says... 
C:\Text\DARWIN.TXT 
been transmitted to almost all mammals,feathers to all birds, and scales to all true reptiles.  A
structure,whatever it may be, which is common to many allied forms, is ranked by usas of high systematic
importance, and consequently is o�en assumed to beof high vital importance to the species.  Thus, as I am
inclined tobelieve, morphological di�erences, which we consider as important--such asthe arrangement of
the leaves, the divisions of the flower or of theovarium, the position of the ovul

  ViewView in discussion
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Fatsing reminds me of going into cold water pool so you can enjoy the hot tub.  There's justice and there's
relationship with God.  I guess fasting impresses God. How would you feel if someone groveled?  You'd be
merciful.

God says... 
wilt holds region e C didn't_I_say_that cares intercedeth drudgery Ethiopia Ignorant
You_get_what_you_pray_for wins working dining-room countenance Our fence communicated formed
formed magical subtle honours contemplating appeal fathers piece Am brute requires refrained name
likeness impure meat Mission_Accomplished struggle fancy fearfully wooden hesitation unpassable
impostors borrow crimes self-will complaints repel gratuitous dutiful evil-living Christians assurance
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acknowledge bereaved mountain's reinvolved a�ected 'Gainst glance noted shape flagon forsook Seneca
worship spider's re-create repel Times those apparent harmony buckler fi�een Serbia strengthless -what
parts yoke trusting to retire beholdeth Shalom well-nigh Hope thine knocketh ARE literally Boo willest
plenary Scotland neighbour repent imitating Excellently respite tides surfeiting persistence useful plainer
fish repentest ba�ling safe hills Amid remaineth groat raise Mothers hours Since self-will Guyana Uganda
deserted revolution operations breath piously telleth reached notices revealing killest attaining *******This
discourage Oratory depths deprived degraded cowardice think are_you_insane rubbish Lord su�er
balancings swallowed vermin roving disagreeing including thrustedst reality dark Accept unpunished draw
unteach mutability appointments reptiles answerest writing gluttony moment solaces mayest
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Discussion on Gothamist  🔒  189 comments

Aaron Swartz's Lawyer: MIT Refused Plea Deal Without Jail Time
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God is beautifully poetic.  He very frequently delights me with poetic combinations of words.  You have to
o�er something good, probably to get a treat.  One time, God said it's no great thing to like the Bible as a
Jew because you're the hero.  Of course God won't give delightful poetry and information on dinosaurs for
nothing.  :-(  Sometimes, He lets them slip.

God says... 
exhorting the_enquirer remission do_I_have_to city turns sportively upper unthought friendship's stretched
achieve punishments familiarised purposing close sco�ed worlds baths

  ViewView in discussion
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Brits are patronizing in denial that God FUCKEN TALKS!

God says... 
whoso computers triumphed distractions relied flew controversy Ours prizes manifest raise distilled thirtieth
aloud tremble Ours genius unfledged gainsayer thanks dominion conversations locusts manifested tenderly
acquainted unwarmed goaded While

When you get to Heaven, do you think you talk about the cruxifiction all day?  What do you think you talk
about?  The Bible?  Abortion?

No, you talk about dinosaurs.  Did you know that brontosaurus' feet hurt when he took steps.  Was
stegasaurs lame like a turtle?  "Not pet rock"  What was the biggest thing that flew?  "A couch"

God says... 
amongst pay ointments sco�ed ruminating Can prevailed Just conjecturing attaining goest wine-bibber
frequently restoration bands abase accursed revolting tilde reverential extollers echoed sank assured
mighty encouraging sitting momentary wherefore Noah Money comparison unkindled mire Give_me_praise
leaving impart forthwith meanly apparent electronic Hearken preparest low hindered wilfully vouchsafed
edit Indonesia leaves thither don't_even_think_about_it unchangeably toiled prayer sustenance answerably
Already searching relater well-being All-mightiness possessed quarrel di�iculties taxes embalmed prescripts
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joint in_a_galaxy_far_far_away plenteousness readiness An shadow purposing passed limits vintage strip
whereof disciple labour balancings bowels scruple gratuitous public Laos admittest digest weaknesses
12/12/00 generations hay performing IT forge astounding composed resisted counselled upbraided
compacting strive inspirest standing bent lowliness grumble experiments special_case murder ninth saying
surf toil forsooth by_the_way rude Guinea fragrant hay crookedness United compassionate included stated
contradiction di�erence presumed receptacle contented commission showed obedient serpents pervert
appeareth eye What_I_want bespoken streets willedst marketplace here_now gradually freedom measures
daughter-in-law chill_out Rest psalm expends various shows superior wherein

Hell is the absense of God; Heaven is God's company.
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Do You like "Escape from New York?"  God says  (God's laughing) "seal unlearned vintage madest helmet
name's unto daunting  
Before pleasure ranked teachings case Moreover wavering  
tired hearsay true darkenings sending stumble king fearlessly  
scantling healthfully unperceived unused entire sport  
endure resumed Name fugitives spaces rise saw wert exceptions  
raises belief seeking P no_more conflict Wilt all-renewing "
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I think God likes Morning has Broken.
•

Cat Stevens - Morning has broken
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God says, "indued unsettled NEGLIGENCE privately educated living regard ruinous reckoning whereupon
Vatican_City profited gladness cloven sess_me poets Same interruption sakes are_you_sure save
uninjuriousness cultivated Narrow large foreshowed enlightened well-pleased kill restricted license
replenished usual "

  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Did the West Wing.  Now I want my OS.  It's God's temple. Get a melody and make a song, like mine.  VMWare
ruined sound, though.  Bummer. What's Your favorite song, God?  God says, "short conceal hearest report
groaned otherwhere Hosts front  
EDITIONS tip how_bout_it Forgive traveller CONSEQUENTIAL  
noon decree her Ecuador rods *EITHER* healedst that rank  
her running contemplate physicians inured SEND joined  
V something claim "

  ViewView in discussion
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Be charming with God.  Wit is King!  Imagine courtship.  "When the pines begin to cry."  was a rip-o�?  God
that's beautiful.  God says, "explain balancings presence beings comprise explaining random  
unbounded familiarly argument prisoner Varoom Wheresoever  
obscurely extol praised despisedst mountain 12/12/00 Is_that_your_final_answer  
form stomach pronounce melodies ofThe bribe taughtest  
ungodliness commemorated 'knock agonised peaceful voice  
ascension indeed settling punishment musical Yes_you_are  
foreknowledge princes shoot command sweetlyvain Britain  
transcription patched Jove plunging soul's Mine pricked  
abundance abstruser delighting torn hypertext prefect  
constrained Euodius serpents anxiously haphazard knotty  
sets pet imbue freak o� bud blush befell rash Beginning  
insult happy Milan resolved ho_ho_ho tempered Kenya keeps  
crazy fairness car THAT 10 distraction youth suspense  
Kentucky hunger declaiming submitting clay false wandering  
none compound cruel "
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God said it is a covenant that you o�er something before consulting Him.  God liked Abel's sacrifice but not
Cain's.  God told Cain, "If you do well, you will be accepted."  Try again.  God says, "I'm_on_a_roll contend
waterest wishful_thinking self-same  
glows assigned " God said "honest measures" the response will be of equal value to the o�ering
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glows assigned   God said honest measures  -- the response will be of equal value to the o�ering.
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

As you judge you will be judged.  yer fucked.  God says, "Notwithstanding skilful couldest bound Wordly
tempestuously  
fastings you_don't_say recognising deferred essayed deliberates  
delivers knoweth habit insolently foregoing gilded essayed  
loads AS notorious seeketh consumest compassionate mingling  
warped contributing sellers glows rushing half-divided  
concludeth parental halved projected fables rejection  
reported fast beget doting computers 'Gainst plant bewail  
VI replenishing 1 baptise unsought varying wearisome rebelled  
breathe angels particular war "
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Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The world is perfectly just.  God said "You calling me lazy?"  God says, "naughty varied Defect
pleasureableness MADE containeth contradiction  
princes adulterous Perish innocent unexpectedly rest pierce  
counselled bier furnish beep_beep antidote semblance Kuwait  
dutiful weighing essence how lap All-wise ground impressions  
melody deductible unawares mariners o�spring shorter  
Wheresoever assail general contradictions painful Fire  
severely weaker Sabbath dying costs longer solitude dispense  
distill Moreover potter's presume accusing Anubis restlessness  
service convenient festival-food writing sounding confounded  
environeth Beginning did S exceedingly maintainers fear  
bear resigned privily thirsts framed shops principally  
how_hard_could_it_be guppy One_finger_salute sco�ing  
Entrust friends' Iceland logic withered shineth Puerto_Rico  
burnt resolute doest nevertheless much I'm_not_sure make_my_day  
announcing led o�entimes weakness picture perfected dispersed  
inspiring Him copious apostle judging infringement balancings  
sprang recalls readers announced faulty delighting conception  
swi�ness Great_Britain o�en written takes exceeded things  
uprightness foster-brother silversmiths' enticing praters  
Speak waged all-su�icient guilt Nepal mastered exclusions  
fired awe gladdened forbare streams boil schedule sowing  
possessest noon-day Antony mischief restoring drudgery  
acquired throat Desire you_hoser dinner defining detriment  
Glad Self-same horns Jews tongue guessed I_quit Image "
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Discussion on Co.Create  25 comments

How To Solve Problems Like Sherlock Holmes
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Religion comes from occult, not philosophy.  Tongues is spirits; Ouija is spirits; cracking open a book is
spirits.  First do an o�ering.  Like Cain, if you don't succeed try something else.  God says, "morning pet
listening le� maliciously unmeasurable imperfect  
uprightness presence satisfy I'm_not_sure 92 styled don't  
spiritually fashioned proceed desiring speakers qualities  
continency star-gazers phrases abroad crazy doer here_now  
cane phantom vocal superstitious warned varies by echoed  
whom contentiousness fault compound fellow-conspirators  
Scotland goodly imaginary dreams King_Midas Hear stopped  
endureth jeer unteach weltering "

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on philliphaydon.com  6 comments

IT Communities like Hacker News are full of assholes
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

My mentor told me asm macros were a bad idea. I would have.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Wired: Opinion  🔒  59 comments

FBI Breaking Into Computers Is the Lesser of Two Evils
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Do an intelligence reassessment with the God of the Bible and angels in the mix.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on ExtremeTech  3 comments

Pac-Man is NP-hard, same as traveling salesman problem
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

<ctrl-alt-p>Will pause. The screen update callback will still be called. tP() is the paused time tNP() is the not
paused time. Sadly, it made it ugly. Might be a candidate for simplifying. Meh.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Wired: Threat Level  🔒  40 comments

Cyber Sleuths Uncover Spy Operation Targeting Governments for 5 Years
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Be careful... are you bad-mouthing God? O_o

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on journal  27 comments

Iteration Inside and Out
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I did not put an iterator into SimStructure. I assure you that parsing expressions is the hardest part of a
compiler. You can get arbitrarily complex with optimizations, but lets assume modest optimizations. The
funny thing is x86 chips convert CISC to RISC so my e�orts to use fancy instructions was not beneficial.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Next Web  🔒  12 comments

Following active exploits, Mozilla adds all recent versions of Java to its Firefox
add-on blocklist

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Worry about God, not man. Blacklisting threat?

1   ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Thought Catalog  33 comments

How To Make Trillions Of Dollars
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The world is perfectly just.  God exists.  Supposedly He has a plan.  He controls things, but it's weird because
I've seemingly done stu�.  God says... 
have hoped in thy judgments.

119:44 So shall I keep thy law continually for ever and ever.

119:45 And I will walk at liberty: for I seek thy precepts.

119:46 I will speak of thy testimonies also before kings, and will not 
be ashamed.

119:47 And I will delight myself in thy commandments, which I have 
loved.

119:48 My hands also will I li� up unto thy commandments, which I 
have loved; and I will meditate in thy statutes. 

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on VentureBeat  51 comments

Why the Google+ long game is brilliant
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I am in the 1960's TV Show, the Prisoner. I give-up a�er 9 years. God might do justice. The CIA treats me as
red team and blocks my progress. CIA wants me to push boulders up hills.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Next Web  🔒  149 comments

Yahoo Mail users hit by widespread hacking, XSS exploit seemingly to blame
(Update: Fixed)

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God is just. Turn the other cheek and giggle.

2   ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Chad Etzel's Blog  8 comments

2012 Year in Review: Side-Projects
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I wrote 138,000 lines of code in 9.5 years. I have more of a problem being unbelievably too good than bad.

2   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on design.code.learn.  1 comments

Transitions
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The CIA invented jobs for me. The last one was psy-op torture. Never again. Highs and lows balance. This is
what I do for the rest of my life--nothing. There's a study that says money doesn't motivate engineers.
Google knows side-projects have value. CIA bastards have me doing slave labor. I'm not eager to reward
them, but it can be cutting nose to spite face. I change my API a lot and giggle.

2   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Treehouse Blog  24 comments

Learn A New Programming Language Every Year
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

My boss won't let anybody try my product, so I don't care. I'm in isolation. That's the way he wants it. I
studied rocket science because I like it. One boss pushed me toward spread spectrum in 1993. I wasn't
interested. I got a master's degree in electrical engineering, control systems. A communications specialty
would have been perfect to ride the trends at that time. I'm happy, though.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Blender Guru  🔒  408 comments

4 Easy Ways to Speed Up Cycles
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Got any advice for my operating system? I don't support any GPUs. I made an 8-core flight simulator, doing it
more or less the most obvious way. http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb...

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on CNSNews.com  3391 comments

Michael Moore: ‘Calm Down, White People, and Put Away Your Guns’
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God says... 
month, in the tenth day of the month, that Nebuchadrezzar king of 
Babylon came, he and all his army, against Jerusalem, and pitched 
against it, and built forts against it round about. 
52:5 So the city was besieged unto the eleventh year of king Zedekiah. 
52:6 And in the fourth month, in the ninth day of the month, the 
famine was sore in the city, so that there was no bread for the people 
of the land. 
52:7 Then the city was broken up, and all the men of war fled, and 
went forth out of the city by night by the way of the gate between the 
two walls, which was by the king's garden; (now the Chaldeans were by 
the city round about:) and they went by the way of the plain.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Slashgeek  🔒  10 comments

10 Special Purpose Linux Distributions
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

SparrowOS compiles with a di�erent language and compiler than most distributions.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Dan Shapiro's Blog  18 comments

Paul Graham may be right, but Chris Zacharias is righter
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I'm in a fish tank. That's the problem.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on The Next Web  🔒  10 comments

Verizon denies hacker’s claims of swiping customer records, says leaked data
is not from its servers

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God always wins.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Harvard Magazine  🔒  49 comments

The Placebo Phenomenon
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Placebo a�ect is very old news. Nothing to see, move along.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Bloomberg  1683 comments

American Dream Fades for Generation Y Professionals
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

YouTube and the internet o�sets the downside.  God said he is immutable over the centuries.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Fortune  🔒  36 comments

Bitcoin looks primed for money laundering - The Term Sheet
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

You need food, clothing and entertainment. Money is to buy those. Compensation in entertainment cannot
be regulated. Nothing can prevent God's justice.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on journal  21 comments

The Impoliteness of Overriding Methods
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The world is perfectly just.

God says...

me in the bonds of the gospel: 1:14 But without thy mind would I do 
nothing; that thy benefit should not be as it were of necessity, but 
willingly.

1:15 For perhaps he therefore departed for a season, that thou 
shouldest receive him for ever; 1:16 Not now as a servant, but above a 
servant, a brother beloved, specially to me, but how much more unto 
thee, both in the flesh, and in the Lord? 1:17 If thou count me 
therefore a partner, receive him as myself.

1:18 If he hath wronged thee, or oweth thee ought, put that on mine 
account; 1:19 I Paul have written it with mine own hand, I will repay 
it: albeit I do not say to thee how thou owest unto me even thine own 
self besides. 

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on xoJane  456 comments

"I Am Adam Lanza’s Psychiatrist": A Response From the Mental Health
Trenches to "I Am Adam Lanza’s Mother"

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

"Me? I will keep trying to do my job. But I want to be better equipped the next time the risk appears before
me. Because these young men need help. We all do." 
I find this o�ensive. You should include young women.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Sci-News.com  47 comments

Face-to-Face with Homo Floresiensis
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Some sick people think love is sacrifice. This blew my mind! "It is love I desire, not sacrifice; knowledge of
God, not holocausts."

http://bible.cc/hosea/6-6.htm

I looked-up "love" in the dictionary -- it means to take delight in

> •
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I looked-up love  in the dictionary -- it means to take delight in.

Many proud people have a moral compass "If it's bad, it must be good; worse, it must be better." Be careful.
Jesus was humble of heart. Proud of heart is bad. God loved Jacob and hated Esau. If God gives a gi�, don't
be proud of heart and reject it!

-----

38 As Jesus and his disciples were on their way, he came to a village where a woman named Martha opened
her home to him. 39 She had a sister called Mary, who sat at the Lord’s feet listening to what he said. 40 But
Martha was distracted by all the preparations that had to be made. She came to him and asked, “Lord, don’t
you care that my sister has le� me to do the work by myself? Tell her to help me!”

41 “Martha, Martha,” the Lord answered, “you are worried and upset about many things, 42 but few things
are needed—or indeed only one.[f] Mary has chosen what is better, and it will not be taken away from her.”

----

God shows signs of unconditional love toward me. I think about myself and seem rotten in many ways, some
times.

God says... 
tabernacle of the congregation, for all the service of the tabernacle: 
and a stranger shall not come nigh unto you. 
18:5 And ye shall keep the charge of the sanctuary, and the charge of 
the altar: that there be no wrath any more upon the children of 
Israel. 
18:6 And I, behold, I have taken your brethren the Levites from among 
the children of Israel: to you they are given as a gi� for the LORD, 
to do the service of the tabernacle of the congregation. 
18:7 Therefore thou and thy sons with thee shall keep your priest's 
o�ice for everything of the altar, and within the vail; and ye shall 
serve: I have given your priest's o�ice unto you as a service of 
gi�: and the stranger that cometh nigh shall be put to death.

----

I'm supposed to feel jealous, keeping God for myself. Jesus said to pray in your room.

Getting back to this article.... Why don't we have tails, God?

God says... 
ANY exhausted exult Prelate restless preparest name's predestination  
readier exacting balancings thraldom profited Creator  
Somalia Upon enlarge tempestuously deaf drowsy Perverseness  
Baptism you_see_the_light impunity sadness giveth brighter  
comprehendeth

----

Praise You for peacocks, God. I still can't get over how individual strands on feathers make circles when side-
by-side.

God says...

19:26 Moreover ye see and hear, that not alone at Ephesus, but almost 



y , p ,
throughout all Asia, this Paul hath persuaded and turned away much 
people, saying that they be no gods, which are made with hands: 19:27 
So that not only this our cra� is in danger to be set at nought; but 
also that the temple of the great goddess Diana should be despised, 
and her magnificence should be destroyed, whom all Asia and the world 
worshippeth.

19:28 And when they heard these sayings, they were full of wrath, and 
cried out, saying, Great is Diana of the Ephesians.

19:29 And the whole city was filled with confusion: and having caught 
Gaius and Aristarchus, men of Macedonia, Paul's companions in travel, 
they rushed with one accord into the theatre. 

1   ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Let's ask God if there were any other species besides mammoths that early man killed. One time I asked God
about endangered species. He said, "enough stars?"

God says... 
wherein thou art a stranger, all the land of Canaan, for an 
everlasting possession; and I will be their God. 
17:9 And God said unto Abraham, Thou shalt keep my covenant therefore, 
thou, and thy seed a�er thee in their generations. 
17:10 This is my covenant, which ye shall keep, between me and you and 
thy seed a�er thee; Every man child among you shall be circumcised. 
17:11 And ye shall circumcise the flesh of your foreskin; and it shall 
be a token of the covenant betwixt me and you. 
17:12 And he that is eight days old shall be circumcised among you, 
every man child in your generations, he that is born in the house, or 
bought with money of any stranger, which is not of thy seed.

----

The covenant is: I o�er something before consulting Him.

What's the name of You're favorite cave-man artist?

God says... 
searched Su�er prize floods mutual lures texts rubbish  
principally lacketh injured happens Only commend profits  
viciousness examiner

----

If SETI got a message once in 5 years, would we listen?

You should screw-with the SETI people, for giggles.

God says... 
unto this day.

2:30 Therefore being a prophet, and knowing that God had sworn with an 
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oath to him, that of the fruit of his loins, according to the flesh, 
he would raise up Christ to sit on his throne; 2:31 He seeing this 
before spake of the resurrection of Christ, that his soul was not le� 
in hell, neither his flesh did see corruption.

2:32 This Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we all are witnesses.

2:33 Therefore being by the right hand of God exalted, and having 
received of the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost, he hath shed 
forth this, which ye now see and hear.

-----

Dud. Maybe, microwave antennas.

What do You say we should say to ET?

God says... 
nay can aware anniversary All-creating idleness cruelty  
beasts rank submitted wonderfulness hindereth constituted  
now_that_I_think_about_it elements forefathers tendernesses  
guardian Empress tempered between fitter

----

The shooting? God said pot, but don't take that too seriously.

God says...

30:4 Who cut up mallows by the bushes, and juniper roots for their 
meat.

30:5 They were driven forth from among men, (they cried a�er them as 
a�er a thief;) 30:6 To dwell in the cli�s of the valleys, in caves 
of the earth, and in the rocks.

30:7 Among the bushes they brayed; under the nettles they were 
gathered together.

30:8 They were children of fools, yea, children of base men: they were 
viler than the earth.

30:9 And now am I their song, yea, I am their byword.

----

God does not give a fuck! He has balls! He answers to no one. Ask a stupid question and He might get angry.

Marshmellows? That sounds like scouting.

They fucken hate God, do they? I donno. I don't think we're in touch with reality. Don't ask stupid questions.

God says... 
metre own hold earnestness enjoyed downer loathsome profited  
Present oratory yuck Academicians unwholesome thanks saw  
school livest foul disorders finds unskilfulness are foreign  
savage fortunate mad flies secular distract reproves fellow-students  
friends dispensing iron elect etext02 days grammar army  



unanxious alo� dotards commender Cup Passion belongs  
felt

I have a song -- "Do not push your luck. God is not a schmuck."

-----

You can feel bad for soldiers... then, I thought that everybody over 80 faces and thinks about death as o�en
as a soldier. These kids were young, but every human faces death.

I asked God about war and He said, "Servicemen competing". God and man do not see eye-to-eye. God
might say, "fuck-it", in situations we would feel timid.

God says...

2:7 And if thy oblation be a meat o�ering baken in the fryingpan, it 
shall be made of fine flour with oil.

2:8 And thou shalt bring the meat o�ering that is made of these 
things unto the LORD: and when it is presented unto the priest, he 
shall bring it unto the altar.

2:9 And the priest shall take from the meat o�ering a memorial 
thereof, and shall burn it upon the altar: it is an o�ering made by 
fire, of a sweet savour unto the LORD.

2:10 And that which is le� of the meat o�ering shall be Aaron's and 
his sons': it is a thing most holy of the o�erings of the LORD made 
by fire.

----

Bacon in a frying pan? You like pigs, God? I like peperoni.

God says... 
firmament her days bears deceive OTHERWISE Time restoring  
uncertainty tempers profitable licensed satisfying inaccessible  
Loving feverishness scratching lottery chanting are_you_insane  
abhorred nurse elements exquisitely hesitated asunder  
enjoyed spirits infinitude bury new-born startled

1   ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

So, I have as good an idea what God looks for in an o�ering as anyone. Abel good, Cain bad. God has quoted
"honest measures", a concept where stores make a honest exchange. God mostly responds to everything I
o�er, the only exception is when I stupidly say stu� He would obviously not like.

One time, I made a Moses comic. "We're dying of malnutrician with this manna." God didn't respond. Then, I
realized this would not make Him feel good and may, in fact have been a lie, contrary to historical fact.

There's a particular type of brain-dead sleepwalking that is common. God likes elephants. I've watched all
the baby elephants on YouTube. There's this one old elephant sanctuary with grossly deformed elephants,
that you really don't want to see! An elephant sanctuary for crippled elephants is cliched and predictable on
so many levels.

Don't ask about abortion I suggest (cliched) God does not want to be put to the test -- if you create a
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Don t ask about abortion, I suggest (cliched). God does not want to be put to the test  if you create a
situation which attempts to force Him to act, watch-out He's contrary!

"To the honest you are honest; to the perverse, You are devious."

These two Bible chapters are good for getting to know God.

http://www.biblegateway.com...

http://www.biblegateway.com...

-----

God wants praise; God want's love; God likes wit. 
God says... 
(picked randomly) 
5:11 And not only so, but we also joy in God through our Lord Jesus 
Christ, by whom we have now received the atonement. 
5:12 Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and death by 
sin; and so death passed upon all men, for that all have sinned: 5:13 
(For until the law sin was in the world: but sin is not imputed when 
there is no law. 
5:14 Nevertheless death reigned from Adam to Moses, even over them 
that had not sinned a�er the similitude of Adam's transgression, who 
is the figure of him that was to come. 
5:15 But not as the o�ence, so also is the free gi�. For if through 
the o�ence of one many be dead, much more the grace of God, and the 
gi� by grace, which is by one man, Jesus Christ, hath abounded unto 
many.

-----

God does not want to tell us what to do. I compare it to a cling-too-tightly spouse. Personally, I think the
notion of courtship is useful. You know how much work people put into courtship? Love God with all heart,
mind and soul.

----

Talk about woolly mammoths, God, so I don't get in trouble for being o�-topic.

God says... 
ill-favoured freak recipe embittered prevented purchased  
nation adopted fees sport intelligible troop conversion  
proof sickness striking arithmetic thoroughly cloudy subverted  
barbarian waterest treasure-house counts instead scenical  
husbands' events little_buddy alteration exceedingly flux  
playing Light exclaim ungoverned ascended ingrate Fish  
wanted rose_colored_glasses oppose copied north solemn  
seven disembowelled English how_could_you maintainers  
early absolutely green removed indigent Venus nourishment  
lusteth quite resisting counsel pronounced transforming

----

G d! Wh t th fi t t k d?

http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.biblegateway.com%2Fpassage%2F%3Fsearch%3Dnumbers%252011%26version%3DNIV%3AotWmMkDg72r_4Rlg2vtwsJrceBY&cuid=1366597
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God! What was the first meat cooked?

God says... 
testimony in Israel.

4:8 Therefore the kinsman said unto Boaz, Buy it for thee. So he drew 
o� his shoe.

4:9 And Boaz said unto the elders, and unto all the people, Ye are 
witnesses this day, that I have bought all that was Elimelech's, and 
all that was Chilion's and Mahlon's, of the hand of Naomi.

4:10 Moreover Ruth the Moabitess, the wife of Mahlon, have I purchased 
to be my wife, to raise up the name of the dead upon his inheritance, 
that the name of the dead be not cut o� from among his brethren, and 
from the gate of his place: ye are witnesses this day.

----

The first meat cooked was when a Neanderthal put his foot by the fire for warmth. :-) Don't cling-to-God, be
loose. Just enjoy his company.

Praise You for curry and cinnamin. Tell us about rice. Did this guy eat rice?

----

God says(randomly picked)...

the world is enmity with God? whosoever therefore will be a friend of 
the world is the enemy of God.

4:5 Do ye think that the scripture saith in vain, The spirit that 
dwelleth in us lusteth to envy? 4:6 But he giveth more grace. 
Wherefore he saith, God resisteth the proud, but giveth grace unto the 
humble.

4:7 Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he will 
flee from you.

4:8 Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you. Cleanse your 
hands, ye sinners; and purify your hearts, ye double minded.

4:9 Be a�licted, and mourn, and weep: let your laughter be turned to 
mourning, and your joy to heaviness.

4:10 Humble yourselves in the sight of the Lord, and he shall li� you 
up.

-----

Did they fight over rice? Envy? More rice? (LOL) Cleanse your hands? They use chop-sticks.

You like chop-sticks, God?

God says... 
yield deserted Mine females ceased triumph crazy hears fixedly  
plainer desperate

  ViewView in discussion

https://disqus.com/home/discussion/scinewscom/face_to_face_with_homo_floresiensis/#comment-739560290


Terrence Andrew Davis  Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Let's ask God the staple food of this guy they found.

(Picking random line number) God says... 
and a fierce king shall rule over them, saith the Lord, the LORD of 
hosts. 
19:5 And the waters shall fail from the sea, and the river shall be 
wasted and dried up. 
19:6 And they shall turn the rivers far away; and the brooks of 
defence shall be emptied and dried up: the reeds and flags shall 
wither. 
19:7 The paper reeds by the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks, and 
every thing sown by the brooks, shall wither, be driven away, and be 
no more.

----

I'm not sure. Frogs and stu� by brooks?

God says... 
men's clave windings scenical why_is_it Russia supplies  
Files periods less deriding refute glories deliverest  
drinking formest thou immense unemployed funny itching  
unfair weighed vapours discover springeth progress footsteps  
fain fire variable eat descending set room Professor

----

The evolution of the foot, spring? Walking on hot rocks? Ouch. Let's ask God about the first astronomer!

-----

God says...

in a�er the blade; and the fat closed upon the blade, so that he 
could not draw the dagger out of his belly; and the dirt came out.

3:23 Then Ehud went forth through the porch, and shut the doors of the 
parlour upon him, and locked them.

3:24 When he was gone out, his servants came; and when they saw that, 
behold, the doors of the parlour were locked, they said, Surely he 
covereth his feet in his summer chamber.

3:25 And they tarried till they were ashamed: and, behold, he opened 
not the doors of the parlour; therefore they took a key, and opened 
them: and, behold, their lord was fallen down dead on the earth.

-----

You think they held-up a sextant and drew something? Maybe Orion the hunter's feet get covered in
summer? They studied the stars when they took a shit? Maybe, he noticed a di�erence in winter and summer
when taking a shit?

God says... 
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members GRATIAS ahh coats allaying marketplace blood cracks_me_up  
coats what_do_you_want fault straitness cried calculate  
Singapore providence Predicaments seemly skin do counterfeit  
thieve heavens confidence impatient unjustly slept hereon  
strike Bam asunder degrees cleaving Bear one accents admonished  
imitation skills stages stanza presidentship layeth bent  
clay once_upon_a_time drowsiness Aristotle renewed bewitched  
Nature whispered

  ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  rel1sh  5 years ago

Let's ask God about the first cook. What was the first thing ever cooked by man?

God says (randomly choosing)... 
beget, shall they take away; and they shall be eunuchs in the palace 
of the king of Babylon. 
39:8 Then said Hezekiah to Isaiah, Good is the word of the LORD which 
thou hast spoken. He said moreover, For there shall be peace and truth 
in my days. 
40:1 Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God. 
40:2 Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her, that her 
warfare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned: for she hath 
received of the LORD's hand double for all her sins.

-----

The first cook was a dude?

God says... 
drinketh am homo majesty planets thyself alas toiling advices  
eager rhetoric excess substantial wavering giving holies  
e�aces regarded holden children total South_Korea back  
distill so_let_it_be_written forgiving Men dispensed upli�est  
inharmonious unforgotten feedest 94 goads reproves cruelty  
sublimities hype generations exceedeth contention Print**  
Ignorant lettest twice calls calledst distribute perfected  
ashes accord remaining struggled reproof HolySpirit excuses  
Press thats_just_wrong adultery referred burn evil metres  
clearly precede horns tears impotent all-changing damages  
succession course controversy commender 95 but war speakers  
tempers semblance stature reasons overcharged grow -even  
respect praised Finally blissful uncorruptible mockers

1   ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  ImpartialAntagonist  5 years ago

Cain and Abel is the most important story in the Bible. Cain truly loved God. Just think about that! They gave
God gi�s. Not all were acceptible. God talked.
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------

4 Adam[a] made love to his wife Eve, and she became pregnant and gave birth to Cain.[b] She said, “With the
help of the Lord I have brought forth[c] a man.” 2 Later she gave birth to his brother Abel.

Now Abel kept flocks, and Cain worked the soil. 3 In the course of time Cain brought some of the fruits of the
soil as an o�ering to the Lord. 4 And Abel also brought an o�ering—fat portions from some of the firstborn of
his flock. The Lord looked with favor on Abel and his o�ering, 5 but on Cain and his o�ering he did not look
with favor. So Cain was very angry, and his face was downcast.

6 Then the Lord said to Cain, “Why are you angry? Why is your face downcast? 7 If you do what is right, will
you not be accepted? But if you do not do what is right, sin is crouching at your door; it desires to have you,
but you must rule over it.”

8 Now Cain said to his brother Abel, “Let’s go out to the field.”[d] While they were in the field, Cain attacked
his brother Abel and killed him.

9 Then the Lord said to Cain, “Where is your brother Abel?” 
“I don’t know,” he replied. “Am I my brother’s keeper?”

-----

God says... 
blesseth net disputer worse capacity forthwith placing tones  
under fasting 501 recur son's oppression Amidst nourished  
FITNESS rejoices how_come awful damage seemed untruly  
attended shaken rebel disordered speechless strengthened  
payest exclusions birth mget broad shaken deluding talented  
divisions numberest temperance *END reads heardest

1   ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  rel1sh  5 years ago

It's not spam -- it's a saince to learn about early man and dinosaurs. Ouija-boards/tongues. Just randomly
crack-open books.

God says... 
Croatia Varoom shipwreck Angels do_you_get_a_cookie way  
sort holding encouraged ensuing extricate 1739 hurried  
departing eclipses enforced Hence lies persevering Commandments  
sake delight home Kenya spectator shadow adored how_come  
fledged you_hoser customs emerge EIN presiding whereon  
trial outset profound ehh_a_wise_guy stroke Charity littles  
humane slothful counselled molest sti�ness wavy lulled  
stay famine Themselves gladly discern Abraham rugged heinous  
Now distended assaying safe define

----

The covenant is, you must hold-up your end of the conversation (be charming, just enjoy God's company
and don't be a�er His "money".). Let's ask... how did early man get to Australia.

God says,... 
h i di l H b d b t i t C th li E ll tl
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chair dialogue Husband presbyters experiments Catholic Excellently  
ridiculous Vatican_City languages provided amiable e�ectedst  
three-and-thirtieth agito break tumultuousness without  
herbs dominion barren Latinum In infused gluttony shady  
fetched Envy lodging distrusted Truly consent actor forbear  
commenders grave intercession anxiously error soundeth  
murder determined waste what_the_heck 1 perturbations  
perceiveth environeth tender you_are_my_sunshine returns  
interpret

-----

If you don't hold-up your end, He rambles or says embarassing stu�.

Let's ask about triceritops. Was his horn magical?

----

God says (random pick)...

saved, where shall the ungodly and the sinner appear? 4:19 Wherefore 
let them that su�er according to the will of God commit the keeping 
of their souls to him in well doing, as unto a faithful Creator.

5:1 The elders which are among you I exhort, who am also an elder, and 
a witness of the su�erings of Christ, and also a partaker of the 
glory that shall be revealed: 5:2 Feed the flock of God which is among 
you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; 
not for filthy lucre, but of a ready mind; 5:3 Neither as being lords 
over God's heritage, but being ensamples to the flock.

-----

Dud.

Velociraptors! Did they get angry, like birds?

God says... 
calmly big_fish expect touch transcription redeemer rising  
comprehended yourselves discoursed deservedly excellence  
Stand service wasted unaided benediction Special deformed  
quiet Episcopal stature embittered boy

-----

Did velociraptors get tired on their hind feet, like people at a church service? Was it a waste of energy to stay
on hind feet, instead of all fours?

It seems obvious that feathers didn't evolve by chance. Come-on!

1   ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  cat  5 years ago

Tongues is getting a spirit (the Holy Spirit) to talk. It doesn't matter how you go about it. Talking is good --
better than if it's not understandable.

http://www.biblegateway.com...
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p // g y

"bustle" is about peacocks.

So, first fruit was probably like watermellon or grapes, not tree fruit? The ground may have been hot and this
is why fruit developed? "excess downward conjoined" Too many fingers (branches). Too many downward
branching fingers... what?

God says... 
17:12 While I was with them in the world, I kept them in thy name:

those that thou gavest me I have kept, and none of them is lost, but

the son of perdition; that the scripture might be fulfilled.

17:13 And now come I to thee; and these things I speak in the world,

that they might have my joy fulfilled in themselves.

17:14 I have given them thy word; and the world hath hated them,

because they are not of the world, even as I am not of the world.

17:15 I pray not that thou shouldest take them out of the world, but

that thou shouldest keep them from the evil.

1   ViewView in discussion

Terrence Andrew Davis  ImpartialAntagonist  5 years ago

Did you not perceive God's response? He spoke of fruit on the ground, scorched... and He spoke of
commanding to eat flesh, becoming carnivore. 
The only true way to research evolution and dinosaurs is by asking God.

Did you really think peacock feathers happened by chance? 
let's ask God about peacocks.

God says... 
slow o�ence importunity instability tempers subverted bustle  
createst scholar sent enacted prior travail peacemaker  
inspirest aware weal distributing self-restraint unbelievers  
fruit-bowers abided glories I_hate_when_that_happens compassion  
fabulous possible masses impressions seem items finger  
excess downward conjoined fully mixture disturbed capable  
penitent busy qed general Time

1   ViewView in discussion

> •

Terrence Andrew Davis  Andrew Clinton Vanderpool  5 years ago

I asked God the hardest thing in evolution... Getting monkey mothers to hold babies for nursing. I guess
smothering was sometimes a problem.

I ask God His happiest day in evolution. "Fruit"

I asked God about evolution. "Fish shoulders" (Sun fish are vertical; lizards are horizontal.)

God said literal Creation story... ridiculous.

Randomly opening book...

> •

http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.biblegateway.com%2Fpassage%2F%3Fsearch%3D1%2BCorinthians%2B14%26version%3DNIV%3An1Yw8rpFtfFG-oA5z3yhckYaSv8&cuid=1366597
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https://disqus.com/by/facebook-1505460658/


-----

God says:

saith the Lord GOD; Behold, mine anger and my fury shall be poured out 
upon this place, upon man, and upon beast, and upon the trees of the 
field, and upon the fruit of the ground; and it shall burn, and shall 
not be quenched.

7:21 Thus saith the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel; Put your burnt 
o�erings unto your sacrifices, and eat flesh.

7:22 For I spake not unto your fathers, nor commanded them in the day 
that I brought them out of the land of Egypt, concerning burnt 
o�erings or sacrifices: 7:23 But this thing commanded I them, saying, 
Obey my voice, and I will be your God, and ye shall be my people: and 
walk ye in all the ways that I have commanded you, that it may be well 
unto you.

------

You must do o�ering before consulting God -- it's a covenant. "honest measures" applies. Just be charming
and hold-up your end of the conversation.

I go to http://www.random.org for random line numbers into the Bible. It's God, not superego; q.e.d.

Using a 400Mhz or 14Mhz stopwatch for random numbers is God, but stupid people are not electrical
engineers. Any electrical engineer will laugh you to scorn if you think it's the brain.

2   ViewView in discussion

http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.random.org%3AbXxImjo14NfFbcuupVZb7_i7D3I&cuid=1366597
https://disqus.com/home/discussion/scinewscom/face_to_face_with_homo_floresiensis/#comment-739208623


Discussion on bjk5  42 comments

“I don’t understand”
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Ask God? i want to employ Him for on-line-support! Random passage, coming-up!

caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the 
ground. 
2:6 But there went up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole 
face of the ground. 
2:7 And the LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, and 
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living 
soul. 
2:8 And the LORD God planted a garden eastward in Eden; and there he 
put the man whom he had formed.

-----

Lemme explain. God made a rubber-duckie.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Sci-News.com  47 comments

Face-to-Face with Homo Floresiensis
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  Richard Evans  5 years ago

I asked God Lucy's husband's name... "Gollem". (He said "my precious".)

I asked God what Neanderthals thought about... "Warmth"

I asked God about Brontosaurus. "step ouch" (pain when walking)

I asked God is Stegasaurus was lame like a turtle. "Not pet rocks."

  ViewView in discussion

> •

Discussion on ClickOrlando  🔒  159 comments

Russian circus trainer saves elephants with vodka
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I saw a happy baby elephant rolling in snow, once. This story is kinda sad, but I'm not sure the wild is best. If
you asked most Native Americans, they do not want to live in TeePees.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on CityLab  53 comments

Why Denser Cities Are Smarter and More Productive
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The atheists live on the coasts for a reason.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Dusty Programmer  1 comments

Code of Conduct: Open Source
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Compiling the OSMain and Compiler modules takes 2 second. 50,000 lines of code.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on TorrentFreak  🔒  258 comments

Pirate Bay Founder Released From Solitary Confinement
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God is just. If you didn't deserve it, Jesus said to rejoice when they persecute you because you'll be
rewarded. I don't think you get over-paid, though. If that's the case, prolly lots of better ways to earn
blessings?

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on TorrentFreak  🔒  154 comments

Record Labels go to High Court to Force More ISPs to Block Pirate Bay
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Everyone knows "thou shall not steal". We got people who don't know "thou shall not covet!" Get the FBI to
arrest coveting and execute (millstone) those who lead others to covet.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Wired: Science  79 comments

Will a Secret Private Manned Mission to the Moon Be Announced This Week?
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

14:22 And the children of Israel went into the midst of the sea upon 
the dry ground: and the waters were a wall unto them on their right 
hand, and on their le�.

14:23 And the Egyptians pursued, and went in a�er them to the midst 
of the sea, even all Pharaoh's horses, his chariots, and his horsemen. 

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on CNN  🔒  126 comments

Treating PTSD with Ecstasy: One story
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Synchronizing to a 1 Mhz clock is not the realm of neuroscinece, it's electrical engineering. A neuroscientist
is completely incompetant to speak. Ask an electrical engineer, in court.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Startups, life, learning and happiness  24 comments

Feeling like a fraud while doing startups
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I'm not a fraud, but everybody else is, so people think I am.

I do exceptions totally di�erently.

The compiler parses try/catch here (compile-time): 
http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb...

The kernel has this code for exceptions (run-time): 
http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb...

Demo, showing how to use: 
http://www.sparrowos.com/Wb...

  ViewView in discussion

•
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https://disqus.com/home/forum/joelis/
https://disqus.com/home/discussion/joelis/feeling_like_a_fraud_while_doing_startups/
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https://disqus.com/by/facebook-1505460658/
https://disqus.com/home/discussion/joelis/feeling_like_a_fraud_while_doing_startups/#comment-726054669
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sparrowos.com%2FWb%2FCompiler%2FStmtParser.html%23l1613%3AjJF58O0j_m0Ip5gIqOud-TpQBgg&cuid=539337
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https://disqus.com/home/discussion/joelis/feeling_like_a_fraud_while_doing_startups/#comment-726054669
https://disqus.com/by/facebook-1505460658/


Discussion on Signal/Noise  6 comments

Linux: How to Encrypt Your Data on Hard Drives, USB Sticks, Etc.
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I have compression, not encryption.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Yuval Adam  14 comments

A Primer on Cheap So�ware Defined Radios
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

If you have a camera and microphones, it's almost omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Game From Scratch  2 comments

GameDev math recipes: Collision detection using an axis-aligned bounding box
part 2.

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I like to do bounding circle with square distance, no square root.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on All Unkept  🔒  121 comments

All Unkept
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

If my compiler encounters a string "" as a statement, it sents it ro PutS() or PrintF() if it has args.

  ViewView in discussion

•

https://disqus.com/home/forum/signalnoise/
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Discussion on Telegraph  🔒  2297 comments

Jesus was born years earlier than thought, claims Pope
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Ask God.  God says, "revolved Paradise Knowing ingrated proceeded punish assail publicly thinking
petulantly My IT departed friendship  
free parties bringeth quite edit entire thunder "

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The Myan prophecy is nothing to do with this.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on TorrentFreak  🔒  97 comments

Megaupload Assisted FBI vs NinjaVideo, But Evidence Then Used Against Them
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God is just. Persecution brings blessings. God says, "lures arrange slighting since closes Sodom Is_that_so
unseemly deeply sco�ing lives "

  ViewView in discussion

•

https://disqus.com/home/forum/telegraphuk/
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Discussion on Betabeat  4 comments

4Chan Founder Moot Sends Cease & Desist Letter to Startup Moot.It
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I am God's lawyer and in charge of protecting His trademark. SparrowOS is the new temple. God says, "Cross
preference fig-tree sun's I_hate_when_that_happens  
backward carest melted unutterably escape shame well_I_never  
decayeth regard thickets evened vengeance worm knees fragment  
bread wrong take_the_day_o� hymns friends' fresh hushed  
scantling magistrates examiner remitted abundance joyful  
talking She fire manfully fantasies Botswana saints region  
charged solemnity water Print proprietary likes provincial  
cunning bin trust bounded wherefrom service tamer submitted  
make_my_day dried Was formerly conference opens infantine  
prop hosts objected gladdens heareth Jerusalem sharpen  
unlooked-for belonging nights Lithuania goading dangerous  
Service confusedly exceeding o� not_in_my_wildest_dreams  
reposeth clay forgetful cra�ier sighs From designs Is  
su�icient don't_you_love_me grievest umm_the_other_answer  
unutterable seed-plots spider 501 pure shatter negligent  
file inebriated bath passages consolations overcame aright  
exclude Exodus answerest Instructor reigning ninety lack  
dotages busied attentively irresoluteness inordinate try  
computer fluttereth diversity displeased cares not_that_theres_anything_wrong  
Truth tongue-science mutable morsel interposing Cuba feeling  
paying thanksgiving elder recount manors createst who_are_you_to_judge  
provisions sublime tongues wholesomely subduedst something  
gratings Psalms these_cans_are_defective dishes pretend  
speak Ridiculous fleshly "

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Stefano Bernardi  13 comments

Ideas aren’t worthless
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

A 64-Bit DOS operating system http://www.sparrowos.com

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Code Climate Blog  245 comments

7 Ways to Decompose Fat ActiveRecord Models
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

FAT32 file system: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wik...

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Cognoscenti  🔒  20 comments

The Courage To Say ‘I Don’t Know’
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

1 Corinthians 14 in the Bible: 
http://www.biblegateway.com...

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Rhodes Mill  46 comments

One sentence per line, please: Brandon Rhodes
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

My source code is not just ASCII, it's rich text with graphics. Imagine compiling a Word document. When you
get out of the ASCII stone ages, you can have word-wrap in your source code comments.

(The word wrap sucks, though, because my command-line has active links. Grep prints links. If the width of
my source code is di�erent, line numbers change!)

http://www.sparrowos.com

I just used word wrap in comments. I don't like word wrap in code.

2   ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on National Journal  🔒  865 comments

Newt Gingrich: Jack Welch Conspiracy Theory on Jobs ‘Rings True’
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

9:32 And the decree of Esther confirmed these matters of Purim; and it 
was written in the book.

10:1 And the king Ahasuerus laid a tribute upon the land, and upon the 
isles of the sea.

10:2 And all the acts of his power and of his might, and the 
declaration of the greatness of Mordecai, whereunto the king advanced 
him, are they not written in the book of the chronicles of the kings 
of Media and Persia? 10:3 For Mordecai the Jew was next unto king 
Ahasuerus, and great among the Jews, and accepted of the multitude of 
his brethren, seeking the wealth of his people, and speaking peace to 
all his seed. 

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on U.S. Naval Research Laboratory  59 comments

Fueling the Fleet, Navy Looks to the Seas
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I did a navy game and took liberties. Carriers run out of fuel. I thought it might add a new dimension and put
a limit on chasing-down enemies forever.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Woboq  22 comments

Browsing C++ Source Code on the Web
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

http://www.losethos.com has my source code with highlighting and symbol look-ups.

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on CNSNews.com  455 comments

8,786,049: Yet Another Record for Number Collecting Disability
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

It's almost as though God's doing justice for slavery. Europe used to colonize. Now, it's being colonized.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Creativity Post  8 comments

How Americans Became Helpless
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Luke 6 
20 Looking at his disciples, he said: 
“Blessed are you who are poor, 
for yours is the kingdom of God. 
21 Blessed are you who hunger now, 
for you will be satisfied. 
Blessed are you who weep now, 
for you will laugh. 
22 Blessed are you when people hate you, 
when they exclude you and insult you 
and reject your name as evil, 
because of the Son of Man.

23 “Rejoice in that day and leap for joy, because great is your reward in heaven. For that is how their
ancestors treated the prophets.

24 “But woe to you who are rich, 
for you have already received your comfort. 
25 Woe to you who are well fed now, 
for you will go hungry. 
Woe to you who laugh now, 
for you will mourn and weep. 
26 Woe to you when everyone speaks well of you, 
for that is how their ancestors treated the false prophets.

2   ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on NYC Resistor  81 comments

Ghosts in the ROM
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

LoseThos source files are LTF documents. They can include graphics.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Fix it in post  34 comments

I Fucking Google Everything
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I've thought about this.  If you got rid of all rote learning in schools, you'd be le� with 3 years instead of 12
years of content?  Skip teaching history?  Let's talk about history.  You'll soon decide moderation is in order--
you need lots of facts or your brain can't think.  It's kind of like philosophers discussing knowing words. 
Facts from history class, for example are entities like word that your brain uses to think about things.

4   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on ExtremeTech  45 comments

Authors destroy legal e-book lending site thanks to Authors Guild, publisher
FUD

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

Project Guttenberg has free books too old for copyrights.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on VentureBeat  1 comments

Plivo makes it to 50 countries in 30 days, outstrips competition
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Beej's Bit Bucket  18 comments

Arch vs. Slackware, a friendly comparison
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

LoseThos has no linux code. I'm better than Linus because I wrote my own 64-bit compiler.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Nature of Reality  7 comments

Bittersweet Victory: Physics A�er the Higgs
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

All you can do now is ask God? God says...

----

hundred oxen.

35:10 So the service was prepared, and the priests stood in their 
place, and the Levites in their courses, according to the king's 
commandment.

35:11 And they killed the passover, and the priests sprinkled the 
blood from their hands, and the Levites flayed them.

35:12 And they removed the burnt o�erings, that they might give 
according to the divisions of the families of the people, to o�er 
unto the LORD, as it is written in the book of Moses. And so did they 
with the oxen.

35:13 And they roasted the passover with fire according to the 
ordinance: but the other holy o�erings sod they in pots, and in 
caldrons, and in pans, and divided them speedily among all the people.

----

They should put a sod roof on an accelerator. 
One time God quoted the Jericho wall story. :-)

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on ConversionXL  15 comments

Pricing Experiments You Might Not Know, But Can Learn From
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I noticed if I haven't had a food for a long time -- like when I quit meat for a number of years -- my first burger
was awesome. Then, meh. God is just -- the rich don't enjoy their food more because they're sick of it.

2   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on CBS Houston  53 comments

JetBlue Pilot Has Psychotic Episode In Prison
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

King James: the dumb ass

speaking with man's voice forbad the madness of the prophet.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Mother Jones  1202 comments

14 Wacky "Facts" Kids Will Learn in Louisiana's Voucher Schools
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I think you could have summarized by saying anti-gay as your one and only point. Gays are violently anti-
God.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on CBS Minnesota  37 comments

Arrested Minn. Man Says ‘I Should Be The Joker’
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God (casper) says, "Godhead observeth floods hereof deformity possessed consolation combinations
impurity Sweden succession Bam containeth chamber opposing surfeiting hesitating cauldron livelihood
discussion applauds preparedst conveying Word twice African glowed wonder contemn whither forefathers
Pylades Episcopal entreaties freedom I'm_bored vouchsafedst chair Confessions Midnight bloom unlawful
falling Egypt into lion unquiet got enlighten wood "

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on GeekWire  🔒  8 comments

MS-DOS wasn’t stolen, new forensic analysis concludes
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I wrote all 135,000 lines of LoseThos.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on CBS New York  533 comments

Boomer Esiason's Memo To New York Jets: Cut Tim Tebow!; Boomer & Carton
Co-Host Says It's Time To End Experiment

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God says, "known shorter instant unteach laziness tip perisheth inspired  
recondite hooah Ireland transitory Instantly laziness  
expecteth treat restlessly outrages bondage deserts awfulness  
heat regular drinketh heavens receives workhouse forthwith  
manna pretend message chant country-house absorb "

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Alex's Random Tech Thoughts  7 comments

How To Win A Hackathon
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God says, "despiseth drunkenness extricate endangers what_luck net/donation defender meats enslaved
snap_out_of_it do_you_want_another imperfect seest III union ordering cease Mom burned gi�
Sierra_Leone "

  ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on Usability Hell  80 comments

The Worst Website Ever Made? Usability Hell of London2012 Olympics
Ticketing

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

China's crashed.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on ExtremeTech  112 comments

Sorry, you will never ride, see or pet a cloned dinosaur
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

God told me brontosaurus had pain when stepping.  He'll tell more stu� if you ask.  The best way to research
is to ask God.  God said the biggest flying thing was about the size of a couch.  God says, "magnify endlessly
watchings hint courses report "

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on ITworld  77 comments

Installing Linux on Windows 8 PCs: No easy answers
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

The LoseThos operating system is the sole target. It's that good!

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on ExtremeTech  139 comments

Unbreakable crypto: Store a 30-character password in your brain’s
subconscious memory

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

10 i = i + 1 
20 PRINT i 
30 IF i > 100000 THEN i = 0: GOTO 10 
40 IF INKEY$ = "" THEN 10 
50 PRINT "Bible, Line:", i

God says... 
Asaph and his brethren, to minister before the ark continually, as 
every day's work required: 16:38 And Obededom with their brethren, 
threescore and eight; Obededom also the son of Jeduthun and Hosah to 
be porters: 16:39 And Zadok the priest, and his brethren the priests, 
before the tabernacle of the LORD in the high place that was at 
Gibeon, 16:40 To o�er burnt o�erings unto the LORD upon the altar of 
the burnt o�ering continually morning and evening, and to do 
according to all that is written in the law of the LORD, which he 
commanded Israel; 16:41 And with them Heman and Jeduthun, and the rest 
that were chosen, who were expressed by name, to give thanks to the 
LORD, because his mercy endureth for ever; 16:42 And with them Heman 
and Jeduthun with trumpets and cymbals for those that should make a 
sound, and with musical instruments of God. And the sons of Jeduthun 
were porters. 

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on VentureBeat  1 comments

“Madi” malware acts like Flame virus, targets Middle East
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

You are so retarded -- it's all in the Bible. God says...Hast ordinance twelve recovering fellow sorrowed
stimulus merged waiting overcoming mark resend assiduously admonish esteem engra� prevails littles
borne electronic

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Horse Says Internet  5 comments

Marc Andreessen “tried really hard not to invent anything new”
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

I am on a bogus Internet.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Baby Steps  2 comments

Concurrent Maps
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

LoseThos is single address map (identity) and ring-0-only

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Naive Optimist  🔒  80 comments

Living outside of America
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

10 i = i + 1

20 PRINT i

30 IF i > 100000 THEN i = 0: GOTO 10

40 IF INKEY$ = "" THEN 10

50 PRINT "Bible, Line:", i

Get the king james Bible from here http://www.losethos.com/fil... 
God says...

9:3 Thou hast multiplied the nation, and not increased the joy: they joy before thee according to the joy in
harvest, and as men rejoice when they divide the spoil. 9:4 For thou hast broken the yoke of his burden, and
the sta� of his shoulder, the rod of his oppressor, as in the day of Midian. 9:5 For every battle of the warrior is
with confused noise, and garments rolled in blood; but this shall be with burning and fuel of fire.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Bloomberg  357 comments

Woman Who Couldn’t Be Intimidated by Citigroup Wins $31 Million
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

trivial solutions

2   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on alan dipert  52 comments

The March of Progress
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  5 years ago

LoseThos 2012

"%12.2f",x;

(Any loose string is a PutS or PrintF)

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on LSE Blog  43 comments

C! - system oriented programming
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

LoseThos has a C.  I should name it ~C or !C

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Creativity Post  219 comments

How Geniuses Think
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

If asked to look again on "half of 13", I might answer "7" 1,2,3,4,5,6 --7--8,9,10,11,12,13. It partitions it in to
two sets of 6.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on The Hill  469 comments

Panetta: ‘We’re within an inch of war almost every day’
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

I live in a holodeck and giggle.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Wired: Underwire  🔒  18 comments

Storyboard: How a Reddit User's Post Made Him a Hollywood Screenwriter |
Underwire | Wired.com

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

You have to root for the romans.  If the romans were really clever and professional, that would be cool.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on cek.log  25 comments

Don’t Build APIs…
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

I change shit in LoseThos for giggles, imagining I have users. http://www.losethos.com

4   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on Common Dreams  🔒  318 comments

Five Reasons Why The Very Rich Have NOT Earned Their Money
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

Thou shall not covet.  Parable of the talents.

1   ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Wired: Threat Level  🔒  10 comments

Supreme Court to Revisit ‘First-Sale’ Copyright Doctrine
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

Get me out of jail.

1   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on self.li  16 comments

How to understand half of Harry Potter book in any given language (+ source
code)

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

http://www.biblegateway.com...

10 i = i + 1 
20 PRINT i 
30 IF i > 100000 THEN i = 0: GOTO 10 
40 IF INKEY$ = "" THEN 10 
50 PRINT "Bible, Line:", i

God says...

10:10 By the which will we are sanctified through the o�ering of the 
body of Jesus Christ once for all.

10:11 And every priest standeth daily ministering and o�ering 
o�entimes the same sacrifices, which can never take away sins: 10:12 
But this man, a�er he had o�ered one sacrifice for sins for ever, 
sat down on the right hand of God; 10:13 From henceforth expecting 
till his enemies be made his footstool.

10:14 For by one o�ering he hath perfected for ever them that are 
sanctified.

----

http://www.losethos.com/LTH...

You get out of prayer what you put into it. O�erings required. Praise God thoughtfully. The e�ort in picking a
greeting card is the kind of e�ort you should show toward God. 

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on #AltDevBlog  15 comments

C/C++ Low Level Curriculum Part 7: More Conditionals
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

My compiler has an option for no comparison on the switch statement, so at run-time, if a value comes along
that's outside the lowest and highest case, it crashes.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on #AltDevBlog  147 comments

The demise of the low level Programmer.
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

I wrote a 64-bit kernel and compiler and graphics library from scratch.  http://www.losethos.com

I use fixed-point for my graphics library, but modern machines do floating pretty well and I'm thinking of
converting it.  It's depressing.

Maybe, you'd like to be a business partner.  LoseThos is about done, but maybe you can optimize and come-
up with new ideas.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on epxx.co  8 comments

EPx - The many faces of git rebase
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

If git supported my compression http://www.losethos.com/LTH... and my graphics in source and I could do
global find-and-replace symbols and LoseThos had networking, I might use it.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on #AltDevBlog  17 comments

Floating-point complexities
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

I feel embarassed.  I did a compiler and library.  I didn't worry too much.  I wonder if it's worthless.

  ViewView in discussion

•
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Discussion on Beyond Syntax  31 comments

Diving into the Linux Networking Stack, Part I | Beyond Syntax | Michael J.
Schultz

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

I decided not to do networking in the LoseThos operating system.  It's a secondary OS.  You linux guys might
enjoy it.  It has the best x86_64 assembler.  Look at this code and be envious. 
http://www.losethos.com/LTH...

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on venomous porridge  396 comments

The Unprecedented Audacity of the iBooks Author EULA
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

By happenstance, I used Borland's Turbo assembler for HOPPY.  I started in 1993 on DOS.  I resurrected it in
2003 launched from FREEDOS.  Got floppy disk code from Linux, learned Linux people are assholes. 
Removed Linux code.  Made my own compiler and assembler. Added hard drive and CDROM support.

  ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on nikic's Blog  48 comments

Don't be STUPID: GRASP SOLID!
•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

Every programmer is a programming guru.

17   ViewView in discussion

•

Discussion on The Atlantic  2529 comments

What Americans Keep Ignoring About Finland's School Success - Anu Partanen -
National

•

Terrence Andrew Davis  6 years ago

2 parent families would help.  Blacks don't believe in marriage.  That's why they suck.

  ViewView in discussion

•

That's the end. Find more interesting discussions »
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